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Abstract

ANALYSIS AND TESTS FOR A HYBRID MODEL CREATED FROM CLASSICAL
TAGUCHI AND GOAL POST MANUFACTURING LOSS MODELS
Prajwal Bhandari

Thesis Chair: Ron Pieper, Ph.D.

The University of Texas at Tyler
July 2019

We present an analysis of the previously proposed “modified quadratic” loss function. This
loss model integrates elements from both Classical Taguchi and Goal Post manufacturing loss
models. Specifically, the analyzed hybrid model follows the Taguchi loss quadratic dependence
between the upper and lower manufacturing specification limits. On the other hand, outside of
these limits, the loss rule is in agreement with the Goal Post Model. Supported by the results of
analysis contained herein the Taguchi-Hybrid model does not overestimate the loss as is inherent
to the classical Taguchi model. Also, the proposed Taguchi Hybrid model does not ignore
deviations from the exact target and hence will not under-estimate the manufacturing loss a
symptom characteristic of the Goal Post Model.
The analysis for the Taguchi-Hybrid is employed on assuming two different distributions
describing the manufacturing parameters namely uniform and Gaussian distributions. The exact
analysis is provided for these part distributions including the possibility the mean is both on and
off of the ideal target value, i.e. with and without target bias. For the assumption of Gaussian part
distribution, the expectation of the Taguchi Hybrid loss function is representable in terms of
process capability and normalized target bias. It is observed in the Gaussian PDF case the
expectation of the Hybrid Taguchi loss function can be cast into a five-term representation. In this
representation two of the terms are the classical Taguchi loss and the Goal Post loss and the
ix

remaining three are “negative” corrective losses. These remaining three serve to compensate for
overestimation of loss from the first two terms. A wide range of tests was performed with the
analytical model for assumptions of parts being distributed both Uniform and Gaussian. Numerical
integration was employed to validate the derived dependencies for the associated loss expectations.
A hypothetical example for voltage regulator drift demonstrates that in the Uniform
distribution case the predicted loss of the Hybrid Taguchi model lies between loss predictions
generated from the more conservative Taguchi Loss and least conservative Goal Post Loss models.
A second hypothetical example details a procedure to generate salient target bias design limits for
the metal oxide semiconductor field effect (MOSFET) transistor channel length. In this procedure
considerations were applied to both the expectation for Taguchi-Hybrid Goal Post loss dependence
and similarly for Taguchi-Hybrid Quadratic losses. With reasonable loss limits assigned for these
expectations it was found that the process design rule for target bias was being controlled by the
limit imposed on the Taguchi-Hybrid Quadratic loss which is related to quality of parts passing
inspection and not the fraction of parts rejected.

x

Chapter One
Introduction
To the manufacturing community, “quality” reduction can be seen in terms of financial
loss created by the lack of precision and accuracy in the manufacturing process. It has been shown
to be quantifiable by making use of a loss function [1]. The mid-1960s and throughout the 1970s
the manufacturing community, e.g. American Society of Quality (ASQ), in the U.S. was strongly
influenced by two concepts introduced by Phillip B Crosby [2]. He is given credit for having
introduced and promoted making “zero defects” parts a reasonable manufacturing objective. He is
also credited with the introduction of the Goal- Post Model for estimating the financial loss. With
the Goal Post Model, manufacturing loss is only assessed when parts are rejected. To be specific
the classical “goalpost model” accumulates the net quality loss a known $ Lo loss per part but only
when the product parameters fell outside the specification limits, i.e. had to be rejected. Mr.
Crosby had extensive influence for more than a decade impacting both commercial and defense
industries. The management policies of Mr. Crosby’s had led to significant improvements in
manufacturing yield and quality, and ultimately, he earned him the accolade of being the “Guru of
Quality Management”.
The yield is the fraction of the parts that make it through inspection and represents a simple,
non-fiscal measure of the quality of the process. The loss fraction is then directly computed. Under
basic, symmetric tolerance conditions there are three factors, which are considered manufacturing
design specifications. These play an important role in determining the yield for the manufacturing
process. These are the finite target ( ), the upper specification limit (USL) and the lower
specification limit (LSL) [1]. The third and last is the tolerance  is a convenient symmetric span
between the target and the upper and lower specification limits. Also impacting yield will be the
deviation between the target and the manufacturing part parameter’s distribution mean. It has been
shown that for part parameters distributed Gaussian that the solution for the yield can be
represented in terms of two dimensionless parameters a normalized target bias and the process
capability index C p [ 3, 4]. For a sufficiently high value of the process capability index C p  2

the manufacturing process quality is also going to be high, assuming negligible target bias, and
would qualify it as being a “Six-Sigma” process. The Six-sigma process guidelines were developed
by engineers from the semiconductor industry [5].
1

Starting in the 1980s U.S companies began to switch to a new manufacturing paradigm for
characterizing the quality loss in manufacturing. This model was introduced by Genichi Taguchi
[6]. Taguchi argued that there was a fiscal quality loss, in terms of customer satisfaction, associated
with the product for any deviation from target, even those parts that passed under inspection.
Unlike the Goal Post Model for loss, this would also include a loss contribution for parts that fell
between the specification limits. He proposed a loss model that increased quadratically with a
deviation of the parameter’s value from the target value [1,7]. The Taguchi quadratic loss rule, as
per the classical formulation, was applied without modification both within and outside of
specification limits. Many of Taguchi’s ideas for attaching a fiscal cost for manufacturing quality
loss were already being used in Japan in the 1970s.
The range of applications in which the Taguchi Loss function has been used for prediction
of the quality of the manufacturing process is practically endless. However, due to limited space,
only a small sample of some of these applications found in the literature have been mentioned
here. This includes efforts to improve the reliability of plastic encapsulated CMOS parts [8].
Using the Taguchi Loss model to make improvements in the analysis for the inventory of parts [9].
The use of a Taguchi loss function in finding optimal supply chains was investigated [10]. Taguchi
loss methods were also applied to find a better-quality estimation method for the elasticity and
tensile strength of rubber belts [11], and to improve the supplier selection process for parts [12].
The Taguchi Loss was also used to characterize the quality of the manufacturing process for
batches of hexagonal head screws [13]. In one study an asymmetric version of the quadratic
Taguchi Loss function, i.e. deviations above a target value will cost more than deviation below the
target value, was assumed and a formalism for predicting the optimal parameters of a part
distribution was presented. The method was applied to find the optimal mean of a Normal
distribution of part values when the Taguchi Loss function is asymmetric [14].
The basic definition of the capability index, which exists for characterizing both long-term
and long-term processes, is defined under the assumption manufactured parts follow a Normal
distribution. This basic definition will not take into account if there is a nonzero target bias.
Solutions to predict loss have been proposed to account for target bias under assumption parts are
distributed Normal or Gaussian) [3, 15]. Numerous authors have demonstrated that the Taguchi
Loss can be linked to an equivalent capability index, which would automatically take into account
2

contributing factors to loss such as target bias. Also, there have been investigations using the
Taguchi Loss function for predicting equivalent capability indices applicable for cases the parts
are distributed non-Normal. The following is just a sample of the many investigations that can be
found in the literature in this direction [16-18]. An equivalent capability index can be predicted
with the Taguchi Loss function when the part values follow a Weibull Distribution [13].
As part of this review of the Taguchi Loss theory and applications, it can be observed from
the literature that various data analysis techniques have been combined with the Taguchi Loss
formulation to facilitate improved “quality” assessments. Although impossible to provide a
comprehensive literature review on this facet for use of Taguchi Loss principles a sample of the
plethora of these combined or hybrid techniques is mentioned here. Some of the methods
mentioned here include a few such as confidence intervals and statistical process control (SPC)
are commonly used by the manufacturing community but not all. Among the “hybrid” techniques
include Taguchi loss principles combined with the following methods: confidence intervals [19],
genetic algorithms [20,21], Markov Chain [20], fuzzy analytic hierarchical processes [9], statistical
process control [10], and lastly statistical process control charts generated using exponentially
weighted moving average (EWMA) [20].
Starting as recently as the early 1990s the viewpoint has been proposed that the classical
Taguchi model for loss is too conservative. In particular, the claim is that the classical form of
Taguchi Loss function overestimates the manufacturing quality loss. This is proposed to be due to
the unrestricted quadratic increasing loss with deviation from the target which will be overly
conservative for parts which will be rejected, i.e. outside of the specification limits [22]. This
viewpoint was not universally accepted in at least one case for which the investigators argued [18]
that due to costs associated with error detection and rework expenses the classical Taguchi Loss
accounting in the domain where parts do not meet specification was in fact not conservative
enough.
However, to address concerns that the classical Taguchi loss is too conservative when
applied to parts destined for rejection a completely new loss function model has been proposed.
This is based on a Gaussian or normal function dependence and has the distinct property the loss
function would saturate in the out-of-spec domains at the manufacturer’s estimated value of the
part, $ Lo [22]. A second proposed advantage of the Reflected Normal Loss model is that for
3

manufactured parameter values within the domain between specification limits the cost assessment
for deviation from target is more sensitive, therefore better, than what occurs with the classical
Taguchi quadratic dependence on the deviation. The equivalent of the Reflected Normal Model
Loss model [22] was proposed in 1993 under the name “upside down Normal”, [23] and the loss
function applications discussed which were related to the rate for a polysilicon etch and MOSFET
channel lengths.
The Reflected Normal Loss Model [22] has been used to develop an equivalent capacity
index for asymmetric tolerance intervals [24]. A general method to develop manufacturing loss
functions has been proposed. This method begins with selection of an arbitrary probability density
function (PDF) and will result in a loss function which characterizes quality loss based on parts
deviation from target. The loss function will also asymptotically approach a saturation limit for
manufacturing part loss $ Lo at the specification limits [25]. Demonstrations for utility of the
Reflected Normal Loss model in the context of repair cost for defective radios were discussed
comparing results when part distributions were assumed to follow both Gaussian and Uniform
distributions. This technique [25] for generation of new loss functions was demonstrated starting
with gamma function PDF [26].
A noncomprehensive sample of contributions in literature which would demonstrate the
potential interest in loss function analysis as can be related to electronics or more broadly of
interest to community of electrical engineers are summarized as follows. It has already been noted
in this section that loss function applications were found related to, application specific integrated
circuits [8], polysilicon etch used in semiconductor manufacturing [23], MOSFET channel lengths
[23], and cost analysis for repair of defective radios [25]. In addition, the Taguchi capability index
was applied to the inspection of precision voltage regulators with the situation “the output voltage
is the critical characteristic the company focuses on” [27]. An application of Taguchi loss
principles for a smaller is better situation in which critical parameter is discrete and represents the
number of defects on printed circuits. The numbers of circuit defects were accounted for in tests
involving 100 printed circuits. The Poisson distribution was used to generate the discrete
distribution profiles [28]. Application of Taguchi loss methods was also employed for analysis of
communication ad-hoc networks for loss packets where metric is smaller is better [29] and
combination of metrics including smaller is better for loss packets [30]. Interest in Taguchi loss
4

concepts can also come from diverse sectors within the electrical engineering community, as
recognized by having an association with the IEEE professional organization [31, 32]. The first
paper [31] proposes a method to determine the Taguchi proportionality constant using holistic
considerations involving other components employed in the final product. The second paper [32]
involves an automated process for a welding controller used to assemble solar panels on an
intelligent production line. Various inputs from the production line sensors allow for numerical
estimate of features which are input into an algorithm to make an assessment if a fault has occurred
in the welding process. The numerical estimates for the features were based on the Taguchi loss
function.
It was recognized in the early 1990s that the combination, or hybrid, involving the Goal
Post Model to predict loss outside of specification limits with the Taguchi quadratic loss rule
within specification limits would when combined be a viable loss model will circumvent the
problem of Classical Taguchi Model being overly conservative [22]. This model would meet by
definition the condition saturation of loss $ Lo and therefore avoid criticism of being overly
conservative. The quadratic Taguchi Loss function dependence within specification limits was
retained and ergo we have elected to refer to this as the Hybrid Taguchi loss model. Support for
potential interest in this model is derived from the observation that although not as sensitive to
deviation from a target near target values, like the Reflected Normal Model [22], it does not
saturate as fast as the ReflectedNormal Loss [22] near the specification limits. This would have
some advantages when evaluating loss for manufacturing processes for a high number of parts
showing deviations from a target near specification limits. In this situation by virtue of representing
a significant fraction of the parts in the batch can be argued should be critically accounted for. This
would earmark the advantages of the Taguchi Hybrid loss model over the Inverted Normal loss
model to be most evident in the manufacturing processes with lower capacity indices. Another
advantage of the Taguchi Hybrid model that is not shared with the other more recently proposed
loss models [22,23] is that the manufacturing loss for rejection of parts can be conveniently and
independently distinguished from the cost penalty for quality depreciation. The main emphasis for
this report is to develop and validate a proposed analysis for calculating the expectations for loss
with Taguchi Hybrid Model. This will be considered in the cases the part values are distributed
with a Normal distribution or a Uniform distribution.

5

An outline of this report follows Chapter 2, Background, provides the essential
background from prior work, Chapter 3 The Hybrid Taguchi Loss Model, covers the development
of the analysis of this model as specifically applied to parts with parameter values distributed both
Gaussian and Uniform. Chapter 4 covers the implementation of formulas as derived Chapter 3, for
the test cases with Gaussian distributed part values. Chapter Five covers the implementation of
formulas as derived Chapter 3, for the test cases with part values distributed uniform. In both
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, validation tests were performed using numerical integration based on
Euler’s Method [33]. Chapter 6 provides the summary, conclusions and some possible directions
for future work. This chapter is followed by a list of references. To provide a “self-contained”
coverage of the topic, in a non-distracting fashion, Appendix A provides a background for
integrated components covering probability, mathematics, and preliminary manufacturing
concepts. Appendix B has mathematical details critical in the development of the Hybrid Taguchi
model for Gaussian distributed parts left out of Chapter 3. These details are included to provide
support for derivations found in Chapter 3. Appendix C contains the details, left out of Chapter 4,
for a case with Gaussian distributed parts and the capability index is high. In this case the classical
Taguchi model loss predictions are approximately the same as the Hybrid-Taguchi loss model
predictions.
In Appendix D, a hypothetical case is considered which demonstrates that the overly
conservative, classical Taguchi loss model can have a negative impact that that is potentially more
serious than simply an inflated loss estimate. This discussion is given in the context that the
manufacturing process is under automated control [34]. The thread-of-logic supports the
possibility for making an incorrect assessment by the manufacturer, using the Classical Taguchi
Loss function, which of two batches with different PDFs will have a higher quality from the
perspective of customer satisfaction. The last appendix, Appendix E, will have a copy of the
Matlab programs used in making predictions for the test cases presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter
5.

6

Chapter 2
Background
Section 2.1 Basic probability background

A procedure for the evaluation of manufacturing performance would typically begin as a
preliminary step be centered on the prediction of a probability density function (PDF) describing
the distribution of values ‘x’ for a part or product parameter. It is consistent with usage here to
consider the ‘x’ parameter a random variable. To clarify, the origin of the PDF can be viewed as
being derived via a standard recipe for converting precursor data in the form of a frequency
histogram of part parameter values to a PDF [1]. The PDF once obtained will perforce follow the
standard rules for the basic mathematical continuous function probability summarized in Appendix
A1. These rules require that the PDF must be nonnegative and satisfy a unity normalization
condition:
f ( x) ³ 0

-¥ <x<¥

(2.1a)

¥

ò

f ( x)dx = 1

(2.1b)

-¥

And corresponding cumulative probability distribution (CDF) is:
x

F(x) = ò f ( x ¢)dx ¢

(2.2)

-¥

The PDF dependent expectation operation E{...} defined below [1] facilitates presenting the
recipes for the evaluation of PDF weighted manufacturing relevant loss functions, as well as the
standard distribution statistics, mean (  ) and variance ( s 2 ). Find below the expectation for some
hypothetical g ( x ) defined.
¥

E{g ( x)} = ò g ( x) f ( x)dx
-¥

which can be employed to define the mean and variance statistic respectively,

7

(2.3)

¥

m = E{x} = ò x f ( x)dx

(2.4a)

-¥

and
¥

s = E{( x - m) } = ò ( x - m)2 f ( x)dx
2

2

(2.5a)

-¥

From (2.5a) it follows after the expansion of squared term in the integrand, see Appendix A1, that
an equivalent and often more convenient form for (2.5a) is:
s 2 = E{x 2 } - m 2

(2.5b)

Section 2.2 Basic manufacturing considerations for distribution specific guide to loss and
yield

Our focus will be limited to the loss process through rejection for manufacture processes
in which the parameter value is on-target is best. For completeness of this discussion, we only
mention there are two other categories of loss models. Namely, one category is lower is better and
the second category is higher is better [1]. Neither of these two models would involve a specified
target. An example illustrating the first category would be when the random variable ‘X”
represents an undesirable chemical contaminant, and an example illustrating the second category
is when the random variable ‘X’ represents the reverse breakdown voltage of a signal diode. A
hypothetical PDF for the on-target best model is shown in Figure 2.1. We have assumed the usual
conditions for which the upper specification limit (USL) and lower specification limit (LSL) are
symmetrical placed relative to the target as described below

USL=t +D

(2.6a)

LSL=t -D

(2.6b)

Based on the interpretation that if a part parameter value ‘x’ falls either above or below the upper
and lower specification limits respectively the part will be rejected, i.e. contribute to loss fraction
‘p’. It follows that this fraction is conveniently represented using the distribution’s CDF (2.2), and
is shown consistent with Figure2- 1, below:

8

USL

p= ò f(x)dx=F(LSL)+ ( 1-F(USL))

(2.7a)

LSL

Figure 2-1 Hypothetical generic PDF for distribution of part parameter ‘X’ values

And this loss fraction can, with (2.6), be represented in terms of the target and tolerance parameter,

,

p = F (t -D ) + ( 1- F (t +D))

(2.7b)

The loss is going to be dependent on the mean of the distribution PDF and the offset between the
target value and mean will be defined as the target bias,
Tb º t - m

(2.8)

Section 2.3 Background for evaluating loss using expectation operation and on community
accepted loss models for characterizing manufacturing performance
Given that the manufacturer has been able to identify a part value that can also be
considered the company investment per part, $L o a general loss model L(x) can be expressed as:
L(x)=$L o g ( x )

(2.9)

For this loss function the expected loss L , can be interpreted as the average loss per part, follows
from the application (2.9) with the expectation definition (2.3)

9

¥

L º E{L( x)} = $Lo ò g ( x) f ( x)dx

(2.10)

-¥

Section 2.4 Background review for a selection of manufacturing loss functions relevant to
this work.

What follows is a noncomprehensive list see Appendix A4 and related discussions for those
loss functions which are relevant to the directions of this work. Identified below:
i) Goal Post Manufacturing Loss Model [1] defined with, consistent with
æ1
çç
g ( x) = çç 1
çç
èç0

x £ LSL ö÷
÷
x ³ USL ÷÷÷
÷
otherwise÷ø÷

(2.11)

And this loss function is represented in Figure 2-2. With substitutions back into (2.10) it follows
that the expectation for Goal Post loss Model for arbitrary part distribution CDF F ( x ) is:
LGP = $Lo ( F ( LSL) + ( 1- F (USL)))

(2.12a)

LGP  $Lo 1  ( F ( LSL)  F (USL) 

(2.12b)

Or equivalently

ii) Taguchi Manufacturing Loss Model for on-target is best [1,7] (described in more detail in
Appendix A4), is given by
LT ( x) = k ¢( x - t ) 2

-¥ <x< ¥

(2.13)

where k ¢ is a Taguchi loss rate constant defined consistent with the symmetric boundary condition.
LT (x=USL) = LT (x=LSL) = $Lo

(2.14)

Which, as detailed in Appendix A4, leads to:
k ¢=$Lo /(D) 2
and this loss function is represented in Figure 2-3. The expectation for Loss function is a

10

(2.15)

particularly simple calculation if the mean and standard deviation for the part parameter PDF are
known. See details [1] as repeated for convenience in Appendix A4 (A4.14C),
LT = k ¢ (s 2 + (t - m) 2 )

(2.16)

obtained after substituting (2.13) into the expectation of loss (2.10).

Figure 2-2 Illustration representing manufacturing Goal Post Loss Model

Figure 2-3 Illustration for Taguchi Loss Model and associated Goal Post Loss Model

iii) The “Reflected Normal” Loss Model was introduced in the early 1990s [22] and has two
properties distinguishing it from the Taguchi Loss Model (2.13). First, it addresses the concerns,
which is a motivating factor for this work also, see Section 1 Introduction, that the Taguchi Loss
Function is overly conservative in estimating the part loss in out-of-spec domains, i.e. domains in
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which the part must be rejected. Also, second, the inverted normal model has the feature it
amplifies the off-target loss, relative to Taguchi Loss Model, within the specification limits.
L RN (x)=$Lo éê1- exp (-( x - t ) 2 / (2g 2 ))ùú
ë
û

(2.17)

where the rate constant g is predicted according to the following calculation scheme. By prior
selection the manufacturer knows the desired level,  , the loss function approximates the part
value $Lo at the specification limits, i.e.
L RN (LSL)= L RN (USL)=a$L o

0  1

(2.18)

And from a specified value for  , a second constant  would then be predicted in this scheme

b=

Lastly the needed rate constant

g,

æ 1 ö÷
ç
ln çç
÷÷
çè(1- a )2 ÷÷ø

(2.19)

for purposes of plotting (2.17), is predicted using the

manufacturer tolerance
g=

D
b

(2.20)

With   0.99 ,   4 ,   2 the computations via (2.19) and (2.20) indicated   3.03 and

  0.66 . These values were used in (2.17) and (2.13) to generate a graphical comparison
between Reflected Normal and Taguchi loss models taking $Lo = 5 . This is displayed in Figure

2-4. Note vertical lines to left and right of the target are the lower and upper specification limits
respectively. It can be confirmed by inspection of Figure 2-4 that the loss contribution increases
faster with deviation from the target in the Reflected Normal Loss Function.
IV) In the early 1990s the loss model, which is the focus of this work was proposed at concept
level as an alternative to Standard Taguchi Model and designated “The Modified Quadratic Loss
Function” [22]. Again, primary support for this model would be the overly conservative loss
predictions under the standard Taguchi Loss model when parts have to be rejected. Although
proposed, at that time, no evidence has been found in the literature to indicate a serious endeavor
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to analyze or employ this model for performance predictions. In this work, we have elected to refer
to this model as the Hybrid Taguchi model as it has elements taken from the standard Taguchi
Loss Model for parameter X values within specification guidelines and follows the Goal Post Loss
Model for parameter values outside the specification limits.
LTH ( x) = k ¢( x - t ) 2

LTH (x)=$Lo

LSL £ x £ USL
otherwise

(2.21)

where constant k ¢ is defined consistent with the standard Taguchi Model (2.15). The Hybrid
Taguchi Model is shown in Figure 2-5.
12
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loss model

8
Taguchi
Reflected Normal  = 0.99

6

4

2

0

1

2

3

4
x parameter

5

6

7

Figure 2-4 A graphical comparison based numerical evaluations for Taguchi Loss Model [1] and Reflected Normal
Loss Function [22]

Section 2.5 Background Review for Salient manufacturing distributions considered in this
work.

Two PDFs types were considered viable candidates for the representative of the
distribution of parameter values. Specifically, these include the uniform distribution and the
Gaussian distribution.
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Figure 2-5 A artist’s sketch for the Hybrid Taguchi Loss Model

The Uniform distribution PDF, which is represented in Figure 2-6 and can be analytically
represented, given a mean  or center value and span of the variation in parts values X

f(x)=

1
 x 
rect 

X
 X 

- <x<

(2.22)

Where

 1 y  1/ 2 
rect ( y )  

 0 otherwise 

(2.23)

And the uniform distribution would have a variance that is given by [26]

 X 
 =

2

2

12

(2.24)

Also find shown in Figure 2-6, for later reference, designators for target value and specification
limits.
Referring to (2.12b)

LGP

 USL

 USL  LSL 
 $Lo 1   f ( x)dx   $Lo 1 

X


 LSL


And with reference to (2.6), this is also given by:
14

(2.25a)

 X  2 
LGP  $Lo 

 X 

(2.25b)

Figure 2-6 Uniform Distribution including manufacturing designators for target value and Specification limits

And in regard to the Taguchi prediction for expectation in loss


LT  k '  ( x   ) 2 f ( x)dx 


k'
X

 X 2



( x   ) 2 dx

(2.26)

 X 2

After basic steps of analysis and collection of terms the result after reference to rule for variance
prediction of the uniform distribution [ 26], (2.24) is given by:
2

X  

2
LT  k  (   ) 
  k '  (   ) 2   2 

12 

'

(2.27)

Which is in agreement with the PDF independent Taguchi rule for the expectation of loss function
(2.16)
Elements for the following discussion are taken from Appendix A1 and Appendix A2, for
the Gaussian Distribution. The Gaussian Distribution can be defined as
fx  x  =

2
1
- x-
e 
2π 

2 2

  x  

(2.28)

And the PDF for the Gaussian distribution is represented in Figure 2-7. Where consistent with
(2.2) the CDF would be given by:
15

x

Fx (x) º ò f x ( x ¢)dx ¢

(2.29)

-¥

Figure 2-7 Gaussian Distribution showing manufacturing designators for target value and Specification limits

As seen before CDFs evaluations are usually needed in predicting losses and to facilitate
required CDF predictions for general Gaussian (2.28) a random variable x  z transformation
[1]

z=

x-

(2.30)



can be used. This leads to the “standard normal” PDF, having mean =0, standard deviation =1,
given by:
f z (z)=

1 -z2 2
e
2π

  z  

(2.31)

which has the PDF represented in Figure 2-8. The corresponding standard normal CDF can be
defined, using special symbol  typically employed for this CDF
z

F(z) º ò f z ( z ¢)dz ¢

(2.32)

-¥

Which the CDF represented in Figure 2-9. One of the properties [1], see Appendix A1, (A1.11)
(A1.12) is that under a monotonic transformation (between x random variable versus z) the CDFs
16

are connected in a simple way. Specifically, the CDFs for the original random variable, x, in
general, Gaussian and transformed random variable, z, for the Standard Normal, has a connection
[1] shown below.

Fx ( x)= F(z) z= x-m
s

(2.33)

Figure 2-8 The Standard Normal PDF

Figure 2-9 Standard Normal CDF

Which can be combined with (2.7a) to predict fraction parts rejected for the Gaussian distribution
would be given by
æ LSL-m ö÷
p = F çç
çè s ÷÷ø
17

æ æ USL-m ö÷ö
÷÷
+ çç1-F çç
çè èç s ÷÷ø÷ø

(2.34)

From the symmetry properties of the Standard Normal CDF, as can be seen from Figure 2-8, it
follows that
F(-z)=1- F (z)

(2.35)

And this result, when combined with (2.34), leads to an equivalently represented form for the loss
fraction:
æ LSL - m ö÷
æ m -USL ÷ö
p = F çç
+F çç
÷
÷.
÷
èç s ø
èç s ÷ø

(2.36a)

And consistent with (2.7a) and the expectation of loss for the Goal-Post Loss Model (2.12) for
Gaussian PDF distributed part values:
æ æ LSL - m ö
ö
÷ +F çæç m -USL ÷÷ö÷÷
LGP = $Lo p = $Lo ççF çç
÷
çè s ÷ø÷ø
çè çè s ÷ø

(2.36b)

A common performance measure for manufacturing processes that have Gaussian distributions a
commonly used parameter is the capability index that as described in more detail in Appendix A5
can be defined for both short term:

Cp =

D
3s

(2.37)

And long-term evaluation:
C pk =

D
=Cp (1-k) sk ³ s
3sk

(2.38)

It can be observed from Figure 2-1 that

And,

LSL = t -D = m + (t - m) - D

(2.39a)

USL = t +D = m + (t - m) + D

(2.39b)

And from (2.39) it follows
D (t - m )
LSL - m (t - m) -D
=
=- +
º Ln
s
s
s
s
18

(2.40a)

And,

D (t - m )
m -USL -(t - m) -D
=
=- º -U n
s
s
s
s

(2.40b)

The normalized parameters Ln and U n provides convenient packaging of variables which will
facilitate the analysis steps presented later in the quantitative treatment for the Hybrid-Taguchi
Loss Model. To facilitate benefits for extracting the maximum information obtained from
simulations a normalized target bias is introduced

db º

t - m Tb
=
s
s

(2.41a)

And consistent with physical considerations discussed in Appendix A5 for distinguishing
manufacturing short term and long-term processes we could as been done before [3] define a longterm normalized target bias as:
dbk º

t - mi
sk

(2.41b)

Where mi and  k are described in more detail in Appendix A5. It is readily confirmed by
inspection from (2.37), (2.40), (2.41a) that
Ln = -

And

D (t - m )
+
= -3C p + db
s
s

(2.42a)

D (t - m )
= -3C p - db
s
s

(2.42b)

-U n = -

By combining normalized quantities, the loss predictions for both long-term and short term gauges
are [ 3]

p = F (-3C p + db ) +F (-3C p - db )

(2.43a)

And loss prediction based on long term evaluations is based on a similar argument leading to
(2.43a) except long-term parameters replace short term parameters. [ 3,4]
pk = F (-3C pk + dbk ) +F (-3C pk - dbk )
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(2.43b)

Consistent with (2.41) and the Goal Post Loss Model for short term process prediction for Gaussian
PDF (2.36b) it follows that
LGP = $Lo p = $LoF (-3C p + db ) +F (-3C p - db )

(2.44)

Or using the more compact notation introduced (2.37)
LGP = $Lo p = $Lo (F ( Ln ) +F (-U n ))

(2.45)

Included here what follows is a convenient recipe for the expectation of Taguchi Loss
computation based on (2.16) with (2.15)

LT =

$ Lo 2 æç (t - m) 2 ö÷
÷
s ç1 +
D2 çè
s 2 ÷÷ø

(2.46)

Now, after reference to (2.37) and (2.41a), (2.46) can be expressed specifically to the Gaussian
PDF by employing the definition for capability index (2.37) and normalized target bias (2.40a).

(1+ db2 )
LT = $ Lo
2
(3C p )

(2.47)

which demonstrates impact on Taguchi expectation Loss dependence on capability index, i.e.
higher is better, and target bias, i.e. lower is better.
Section 2.6 Mathematical Connection between Standard Normal CDF and the Error
Function

The proof demonstrating connection between standard Normal CDF and Error Function
[35] have been relegated to Appendix A3 so to not distract the reader with nonessential details.
Conclusions from Appendix A3 are summarized below:
 (z) 

1
(1 + erf(z/ 2) )
2

z0

(2.48a)

And for nonpositive values of ‘z’
 (z) =1- (-z)=

1
(1 - erf(-z/ 2) )
2
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z0

(2.48b)

The two rules for  (z) can be conveniently combined with one formula covering full domain for
‘z’ which will simplify programming [3].
(z) 

1
(1 + sign(z)  erf(abs(z)/ 2) )
2

(2.48c)

This formula will obviate the need to introduce a test condition in programming based on the sign
of ‘z’.
Section 2.7 Numerical Integration using Euler’s Method

To check validity for Gaussian Distribution based formulas derived in Section 3, various
tests were performed in Section 4 and validated using the simple numerical integration scheme
known as Euler’s Method [33] has been used. Although not considered computationally as
efficient compared to other numerical integration methods Euler’s Method is recognized as being
accurate with a sufficient number of points. Euler method is often simply interpreted as a reversal
of the Calculus Reimann type formula to approximate an integral by added area segments.
b



n N

f ( x ) dx   f ( xn ) x
n 1

a
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(2.49)

Chapter Three
The Development of the Taguchi -Hybrid Model
3.1

Initial Modeling steps with non-specific PDF

In the background section the Taguchi-Hybrid Model was introduced (2.21). As mentioned
in that section the concept was introduced in the 1990s [22] but a completion for details for analysis
has not been reported. This section’s focus is on proving the needed tools for doing predictive
studies. Starting from (2.21) the initial step splits the Hybrid-Taguchi Model (2.21) into two pieces.
The quadratic component within specification limits, taken from Taguchi Model,
LHQ ( x) = k ¢( x - t ) 2
=

0

LSL £ x £ USL
otherwise

(3.1)

and that part which is exactly the same as the Goal Post Loss Model
LHGP ( x) = 0

LSL £ x £ USL

= $Lo

otherwise

(3.2)

and consistent with (2.21).

LTH ( x) = LHQ ( x) + LHGP ( x)

(3.3)

The expectation for the Taguchi Hybrid Loss Model analysis would begin with rule (2.10) as
shown below.
¥

LTH º E{LTH ( x)} = ò LTH (x)f ( x)dx

(3.4)

-¥

Subsequently, the Taguchi Hybrid Loss expectation can then be split
LTH = L HQ + L HGP

(3.5)

¥

Where

L HQ = ò L HQ (x)f ( x)dx
-¥

And after (3.1) is
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(3.6a)

USL

L HQ = k ¢ ò ( x - t ) 2 f ( x)dx

(3.6b)

LSL

Similarly
¥

L HGP = ò L HGP (x)f ( x)dx

(3.7)

-¥

The latter is the same as the expectation for the Goal-Post Model and has been worked out in
Background Section 2 for both Gaussian and Uniform Distributions.
In regard to subsequent analysis on the quadratic component to the Hybrid Taguchi
Model (3.6a), it can be observed that
( x - ) 2 = (( x -     2

(3.8)

And when (3.8) is expanded it leads to three terms T3, T1, T2
( x - ) 2 = ( x - 2 +   2 - 2( x -   
º T3 + T1+ T2

(3.9)

Substitution of (3.9) back into (3.6b) leads to:
L HQ = L HQ 3 + L HQ1 + L HQ 2

(3.10)

where for the first term, T1
USL

USL

L HQ1 = k ¢ ò    f ( x)dx = k ¢  
2

LSL

2

ò

f ( x)dx

(3.11a)

LSL

which can be expressed in terms of distribution CDFs (2.7a) is the same as:
L HQ1 = k ¢  2 ( F (USL) - F ( LSL)

(3.11b)

And for the second term in (3.9), T2
USL

L HQ 2 = -2k ¢  ) ò ( x -  f ( x)dx
LSL
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(3.12a)

And lastly for the third term in (3.9), T3
USL

L HQ 3 = k ¢ ò ( x - m)2 f ( x)dx

(3.12b)

LSL

As a disclaimer, the following salient observation related to the three-way split (3.10) is
provided. Of the two PDFs being considered in this study. i.e. Gaussian and Uniform, it was found
this split was critical in the case of the Gaussian distribution in order to achieve a closed-form
solution for the expectation for the Taguchi Hybrid Model. On the other hand, for the much simpler
uniform distribution PDF, the split was found to be not only unnecessary, but was
counterproductive to efficiently extract the simplest form of the solution. The general three-way
split was retained in this PDF non-selective treatment in this section primarily for its potential
future relevance to Hybrid Taguchi Loss analysis for other manufacturing relevant distributions,
for example, Laplace, Lognormal, Rayleigh or Weibull Distributions [1, 26]
Intrinsic to the definitions of loss models, the following inequality relating corresponding
loss expectations is applicable

LGP  LTH  LT

(3.13)

is consistent with the definitions for the Goal Post (2.11), Taguchi Hybrid (3.3) and classical
Taguchi (2.13) loss functions.
3.2 Hybrid Taguchi Loss Expectation Modeling with Gaussian Part distributions

The Goal-Post component to the Taguchi Hybrid Loss expectation for Gaussian part
distribution has been discussed (2.45), in the Background Section 2.
L HGP  LGP  $Lo p  $Lo    Ln     U n  

(3.14)

After substituting Gaussian PDF (2.28) into (3.6b) the quadratic component to the Hybrid Taguchi
Model can be expressed:
2
k¢
2 -( x-m)
(
t
)
e
L HQ =
x
ò
2π s LSL

USL

24

2s 2

dx

(3.15)

With the benefit of the expansion (3.9), the focus will shift to each of the three terms identified in
the previous subsection. The first term, based on (3.11b) and Gaussian substitution rule (2.33) is
é æUSL -  ö
ù
÷÷ -  æçç LSL -  ÷÷öú
L HQ1 = k ¢( - ) 2 ê  çç
êë èç  ø÷
èç  ÷øúû

(3.16)

where  is the standard normal CDF (2.32)
After making use of compact notation for Ln , U n previously introduced (2.40), find
L HQ1  k (  ) 2  U n     Ln  

(3.17a)

which can also be expressed, using symmetry in  rule (2.35), as
L HQ1  k (  ) 2     U n     Ln   

(3.17b)

This completes analysis for the first term L HQ1 . The Second term T2 would be after inserting a
Gaussian PDF (2.28),
2k   

 ( x  e
2  LSL
USL

L HQ 2

 ( x  )2
2 2

dx

(3.18)

which after several calculus transformations is shown in Appendix B part a, the above integral
(3.18) reduces to:
L HQ 2 



2k    U n2 /2  L2n /2
e
e
2



(3.19)

This completes the L HQ2 analysis. The third term T3 after inserting a Gaussian PDF (2.28) is:
k
( x   )2 e


2  LSL
USL

L HQ 3

 ( x  ) 2

2 2

dx

(3.20)

The integral (3.20) can, after one transformation and an integration by parts, covered in Appendix
B, part b, be reduced to:
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L HQ 3

 k 

2

 Ln e-Ln



2

 U n e-Un
2

/2

2

/2


 (1    (U n )   ( Ln )  



(3.21)

This completes the third term. The sum of the quadric component to the Hybrid Taguchi Model is
given by following a consolidation consistent (3.10), (3.17b), (3.19), (3.21)

L HQ =(1  (U n )   ( Ln )  ((k  2  k (  )2 ) +
2

e U N /2
+
2k (    k 2U N  

2

(3.22)

2

e LN /2

2k (    k 2 LN  .

2
The completed expectation for Taguchi Hybrid Loss from (3.5) after reference to (3.14) and (3.22)
will then be (in compact form),
LTH = $Lo    Ln     U n   
(1   (U n )   ( Ln )  ((k  2  k (  ) 2 ) +
2

e U N / 2
2k (    k  2U N  

2

(3.23)

2

e  LN /2

 2k (    k 2 LN  .
2
Some insight into the interpretation of LTH (3.23) can be extracted by a simple rearrangement of
elements of (3.23) into five terms. Starting with Term 1, representing the expectation of loss using
the Goal Post Model

Term 1=$Lo    Ln     U n  

(3.24a)

and Term 2, representing the expectation of loss predicted by Classical Taguchi Loss Model
Term 2   k  2  k (  ) 2 

(3.24b)

Now, with only the sum of these two strictly positive terms (3.24a) and (3.24b) the loss would be
“overbilled”. Specifically, loss is overbilled from Term 2 because that term includes the Taguchi
Model quadratic loss for parts rejected. However, that component is left out of the Hybrid Taguchi
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model. Hence the sum of the remaining terms must serve to provide the necessary negative loss
to compensate for the excess positive loss mentioned. A convincing case can be made of this
happening as the three remaining terms will turn out to be negative if not zero.
Term 3= -   (U n )   ( Ln )   k  2  k (  ) 2  <0

(3.24c)

which is negative by inspection.
2
2
k  2
Term 4 = (U n e U N / 2  ( Ln )e  LN / 2 ) <0
2

(3.24d)

It can be noted that as per definition (2.40a) expect ( Ln ) to be positive assuming a typical
reasonably limited target bias. i.e. the distribution mean is within specification limits. Therefore
Term 4 is also negative by inspection. Lastly, it can be confirmed with definitions (2.40) that Term
5 contribution will also be non-positive:
 2k (    U N 2 / 2  LN 2 /2
Term 5= 
)0
e
 (e
2



(3.24e)

As can be confirmed one and only one of the multiplicative factors in Term 5 will be negative.
Pending condition whether the target value (  ) is higher or lower than the distribution mean ( 
) will determine which of two factors is negative. For curious readers the few explicit steps
involved to demonstrate this point are included in Appendix B part C. By inspection Term 5 (3.24e)
is zero for zero target bias.
3.3 Hybrid Taguchi Loss Expectation Modeling with parts values distributed with the
Uniform PDF

A number of preliminary steps needed for this analysis have been taken from the Section
2 Background covering the Uniform distribution, the loss expectations for Goal Post Model loss
(2.25b) is:

 X  2 
L HG = LGP  $Lo 

 X 

(3.25)

With the focus now on the quadratic component to the Taguchi Hybrid Model (3.6b) and (2.22)
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leads to:
L HQ

k'

X

USL

 (x  )

2

dx

(3.26)

LSL

which after a few calculus steps evaluates to:

L HQ 

k '  (USL   )3 ( LSL   )3 



3
3
X 


(3.27a)

The expression for L HQ (3.37a) can be simplified after reference to  definitions (2.6) and (2.15):
L HQ 

2k ' 3 $L o 2
 
3X
3 X

(3.27b)

And the loss expectation for the classical Taguchi Model (2.27) is:
2

X  

2
LT  k  (   ) 
  k '  (   ) 2   2 

12 

'

(3.28)

And the resultant (3.5) expectation for Hybrid Taguchi loss is:
LTH = L HQ + L HGP =

æ DX - 2D ö÷
$Lo 2D
+ $Lo çç
çè DX ÷÷ø
3 DX

(3.29a)

which after combining terms in (3.39a) the result reduces to:

æ
4D 1 ÷ö
´
LTH = $Lo çç1çè DX 3 ÷÷ø

(3.29b)

3.4 Comments on wrap-up for section

This section provided the basis for formulas needed to make predictions of the proposed
manufacturing loss Hybrid Taguchi Model for the Uniform and Gaussian distributed parts. Such
tests are discussed in more detail in the next section. Several comments specifically to the case of
the Gaussian Distribution should be noted. Testing in this case will require computation of the
standard normal CDF  which appears prominently in the solution for the expectation of the
Taguchi Hybrid loss function (3.23). It is known that there are no closed-form solutions for the
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standard normal CDF integral (A2.4), however, tables of Standard Normal CDF are available for
hand calculations [1]. However, for plotting purposes, it is more convenient to employ connections
discussed in Appendix A3 relating the standard normal CDF to the Q Function of communication
theory [36] and then linked to the error function [35]. Therefore, tests run for the Gaussian PDF
case were able to be completed using the mathematical processing software package known as
Matlab. In contrast, the evaluation of the expectation for the Hybrid Taguchi loss function for
Uniform distribution case is often relatively simple and can be done by hand starting from the
general Section 3.1 Taguchi formulas. This is demonstrated with an example for a voltage
regulator given in Chapter 5. Alternatively, also demonstrated in Chapter 5, formulas presented
Section 3.3 can be used.

.
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Chapter Four
Simulations and Test Case Studies for the Gaussian Distribution
Section 4.1 Overview of Chapter Four

A generalized part parameter distribution- an independent model for the development of
the manufacturing Taguchi-Hybrid model has been introduced in Section 3.1 (Chapter 3). Then,
the Section 3.1 model is applied with two distributions types, Gaussian and Uniform, which are
covered in Chapter 3. Since Gaussian distribution approximation is more commonly applied in
manufacturing distribution it will be presented first. Section 3.2 covers the development of the
Taguchi-Hybrid modeling analysis regarding uniform distribution located in Chapter 4 for the
assumed part parameter values for Gaussian distribution. Various hypothetical test cases are taken
to “validate” modeling analysis in this section which has several identifiable cases. First, the
testing can be initially divided, as per a simulation program input, selection of either a higher or
lower Gaussian distribution standard deviation corresponding to lower or higher capability index
values. As will be shown in this chapter, of the two cases the lower capability index case would
be more relevant to provide motivation for the introduction of the Hybrid-Taguchi model in that
in this capability index case, the difference between classical Taguchi model and Hybrid Taguchi
loss expectation predictions will be fairly significant. On the other hand, for the higher capability
index case, both the classical Taguchi and Hybrid Taguchi models end up producing nominally
the same loss expectation predictions.
The solution for the Taguchi Hybrid loss expectation with the Gaussian distribution
developed in Section 3.2 also covers the situation when the manufacturing process exhibits a target
bias. For more thorough validation of associated analysis in Section 3.2, the test simulations were
further subdivided into cases without and with target bias. Also, an alternative formulation for the
Gaussian distribution expectation for loss solution was presented in Section 3.2 leading to
breakdown into five terms. The terms included Goal Post loss expectation and classical Taguchi
loss expectation. The other three terms are the corrections to the first two. These terms were also
“programmed” and as part of the validation check process, numerical bookkeeping comparing
original and alternate formulation for loss expectation was completed.
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Section 4.2a and Section 4.2b can be viewed for a discussion covering the low capability
index cases without and with target bias respectively. In Section 4.2c, a brief discussion for
computations made to validate the five-term heuristic formulation is provided. For the less
interesting 2nd case having a high capability index, several main points and computational results
are summarized in Section 4.2d and Section 4.2e which cover the selections without and with
target bias respectively. All the computation details for high manufacturing capability index tests
which were not specifically included in Chapter 4 were not left out of thesis but for purposes of
completeness relegated to Appendix C. Also, computation checks for Goal Post, classical Taguchi,
and Hybrid Taguchi loss expectation formulations are provided in all test cases using numerical
integration based on Euler’s method.
Section 4.2 Simulation to validate manufacturing loss expectation formulas for part
parameter distributed with Gaussian PDF

In Table 4.1, C P is the capability index ,  b is the normalized target bias and k is a Taguchi
Loss sensitivity constant. USL and LSL are the upper specification limits and the lower
specification limits respectively. xmax and xmin are the maximum and minimum range of the value
of x which is given by
x max = μ + span/2

(4.1a)

x min = μ - span/2

(4.1b)

Where span is the range of parameter x in terms of the standard deviation ( ) and the mean(  )
and if   0.3

span = 14*

(4.2a)

span = 10*

(4.2b)

Else for high 

Also, L NIGP (Goal Post) , L NIT (Taguchi) and L NIH (Hybrid) are the loss function obtained from the
numerical integration using Euler’s method for goal-post, Taguchi and Hybrid model respectively.
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LGP (formula) , LFT (formula Taguchi) and LTH (Formula Hybrid) are the loss function using the
formula for goal-post, Taguchi and Hybrid model respectively. Also, the percentage error in the
loss between the Euler and the formula loss for the Goal Post, Taguchi and the hybrid model are
given by

Error %(Goal Post) = (abs(L NIGP - LGP )/LGP )*100

(4.3a)

Error %(Taguchi)=(abs(L NIT -LFT )/LFT )*100

(4.3b)

Error %(Hybrid) = (abs(L NIH - LTH )/LTH )*100

(4.3c)

For program inputs, we have N=3000 is the number of points for the parameter x, L0 =5(in $) is
the dollar value of the part and   0.5 is the tolerance parameter. Simulations for Gaussian were
performed for both high and low capability index. It will be observed that the Hybrid Taguchi loss
expectation are significantly different from the classical Taguchi loss expectation for the low
capability index while they are almost the same for a higher capability index.
Section 4.2a Simulation results for low manufacturing capability index (high standard
deviation) with zero target bias

For the zero-target bias, we must have a mean equal to the target. And for the high standard
deviation (   0.3 ), we must have the span is given by Eq. (4.2b). Therefore, the additional input
parameters needed to complete the simulations are μ=τ=1.5 , σ=0.4 and span X =10 (in units of

).
After examining Figure 4.1, it can be observed that x max , x min , LSL and USL are -0.5,
3.5, 1 and 2 respectively which is consistent with Table 4.1. Both the mean and the target are the
same (1.5), i.e. it is on target. The span is correct (4) which can be verified from the formula given
by Eq. (4.2b). The high percentage of parts are outside the specification limits.
In Figure 4.2 is displayed Goal Post Loss Model having a part value of 5. The product of
Gaussian PDF with Goal Post-loss function is also displayed. The area of product is the Goal Post
expectation for loss. It can be obtained in two ways as predicted in Table 4.1 (Case A) with formula
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value being equal to 1.0565 in row #9 and numerical integration value being equal to 1.0557 in
row #8. In row #10, we can find out that it has less than 0.1 % error.
Table 4.1 Summarizing Data collected in simulation for high standard deviation Gaussian PDF
with target bias (Case B) and without target bias (Case A)
Reference for formula

Case A

1. C p

Eq. (2.37)

0.4167

0.4167

2.  b

Eq. (2.41a)

0

0.25

3. k

Eq. (2.15)

20

20

4. USL

Eq. (2.6a)

2.0

2.0

5. LSL

Eq. (2.6b)

1.0

1.0

6. xmax

Eq. (4.1a)

3.5

3.4

7. xmin

Eq. (4.1b)

-0.5

-0.6

8. L NIGP (Goal Post)

Eq. (2.49)

1.0557

1.1266

9. LGP (formula)

Eq. (2.44)

1.0565

1.1273

10. Error % (Goal Post)

Eq. (4.3a)

0.0724

0.06

11. L NIT (Taguchi)

Eq. (2.49)

3.2

3.4

12. LFT (formula Taguchi)

Eq. (2.47)

3.2

3.4

13. Error % (Taguchi)

Eq. (4.3b)

0

0

14. L NIH (Hybrid)

Eq. (2.49)

2.1191

2.1848

15. LTH (Formula Hybrid)

Eq. (3.23)

2.1191

2.1848

16. Error % (Hybrid)

Eq. (4.3c)

0

0

Case B

In Figure 4.3 as displayed, there is no target bias with Taguchi loss function crossing 5 at
the specification limits. We can see the classical Taguchi loss function having a quadratic deviation
from the loss function both within and outside the specification limits. We can observe the product
of classical Taguchi loss function and Gaussian PDF and the area of this product is the Taguchi
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expectation for loss which can be obtained from Table 4.1(Case A) with formula value being equal
to 3.2 in row #12 and numerical integration value is equal to 3.2 in row #11. In row #13, we can
find out that it has a negligible % error.
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Figure 4.1 Gaussian PDF and selected specification limits Under target bias conditions,  =0.4
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Figure 4.2 Goal Post Loss function and Taguchi PDF loss function product,  =0.4

From Figure 4.4, it can be observed that Hybrid Taguchi has quadratic loss between
specification limits and switches to constant value 5 outside of limits. Also, we can see the product
of the Hybrid loss function and the Gaussian PDF. Due to the zero-target bias condition, symmetry
in function relative to target can be seen. The area of the product will be less than by inspection of
the graph than the product area with classical Taguchi loss function. The area of the product is the
expectation for the Hybrid Taguchi Loss function. From Table 1(Case A), we have the formula
value equal to 2.11 shown in row #15 and the numerical integration value equal to 2.11 in row
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#14. In row #16, we can find out that it has a negligible % error. As expected, simulation data
Table 1 (Case A) supports expectation for a loss
LGP (1.05)<LTH (2.11)<LT (3.2)

(4.5)
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Figure 4.3 Taguchi Loss function and Taguchi PDF loss function product,  =0.4
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Figure 4.4 Taguchi Hybrid Loss function and Taguchi Hybrid PDF loss function product,  =0.4

Section 4.2b Simulation results for low manufacturing capability index (high standard
deviation) with non-zero target bias

For non-zero target bias, mean and the target are not equal. So, the inputs to generate Figure
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4.5 are μ=1.4 , τ=1.5 , σ=0.4 and span X =10(in units of  ) . From Figure 4.5 has a Gaussian PDF
with a mean which is not the same as the target. Higher % of PDF is appearing on LHS. More part
losses will occur for which the part parameter value falls below the LSL rather than when the part
value is higher than the USL.
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Figure 4.5 Gaussian PDF and selected specification limits Under target bias conditions,  =0.4

From Figure 4.6, we can see the Goal Post Model loss model as well as the product of loss
function and Gaussian PDF. The asymmetry in this product is created because with the target bias,
the Gaussian PDF mean is shifted to the left of the target. The area of the product is the Goal Post
Model Loss expectation. From Table 1 Case B, we have the formula value equal to 1.127 as shown
in row #9, the numerical integration value equal to 1.126 as shown in row #8. In row #10, we can
find out that it has an error of less than 0.1%. The target bias had impact increased loss expectation
from 1.05 Case A (no target bias) to 1.12 Case B (small target bias).
From Figure 4.7, it can be seen the Taguchi Quadratic loss function is the same as in Case
A. The product of Taguchi loss function and PDF for Gaussian is also displayed. Due to target bias
with a shift in mean for Gaussian to LHS, this product has more area on LHS. This product area is
the Taguchi Loss expectation. From Table 1 Case B regarding Taguchi Loss, we have the formula
value equal to 3.4 shown in row #12, numerical integration value equal to 3.4 shown in row #11.
In row #13, we can find out that it has a negligible % error. The target bias had an impact on
increased Taguchi loss expectation from 3.2 Case A (no target bias) to 3.4 Case B (with small
target bias).
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Figure 4.6 Goal Post Loss function and Taguchi PDF loss function product,  =0.4
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Figure 4.7 Taguchi Loss function and Taguchi PDF loss function product,  =0.4

From Figure 4.8, it can be seen that the Hybrid Taguchi Loss function is the same as in
Case A (no target bias). The product of loss function and Gaussian PDF is also displayed in the
figure. By inspection, this product has more area to the left of LSL than to the right of USL. The
area for the product is the expectation for the Hybrid Taguchi Loss. From Table 1 Case B, we have
the formula value equal to 2.18 shown in row #15 and the numerical integration value equal to
2.18 as shown in row #14. In row #16, we can find out that it has a negligible % error.
Being off target has increased loss with Taguchi loss no target bias Hybrid Taguchi Loss =2.11
which is less than with target bias (2.18). As expected, simulation data Table 1 Case B supports
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expectation for a loss

LGP (1.12)<LTH (2.18)<LT (3.4)

(4.6)
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Figure 4.8 Taguchi Hybrid Loss function and Taguchi Hybrid PDF loss function product,  =0.4

Section 4.2c Simulation results for individual terms for heuristic representation for the
analytic solution to loss expectation for Taguchi-Hybrid Model (low capability index)

According to chapter 3 development of LTH , the result can be broken into five terms. Two
of which are recognized as LGP (term 1) and LT (term 2). Table 4.2 provides a validation check for
this example with (Case B) and without (Case A) target bias. As seen in Table 4.2 for both the
cases Term 1 links with row #9, i.e. Goal post-loss function(formula) having value 1.0565(Case
A) and 1.1273(Case B). Term 2 links with row #12, i.e. Taguchi loss function(formula) having
value 3.2(Case A) and 3.4(Case B). The other three remaining terms turn out to be either negative
or zero as predicted in Appendix B. The sum does agree with the expectation for Taguchi Hybrid
Loss which can be seen from row #15 of Table 4.1.
Section 4.2d Summary of results for high capability index case with Gaussian distributed
part parameters – on target base

The Input parameters needed to complete the simulation for Figure 4.9 were μ=τ=1.5 ,

σ=0.17 and span X = 14 (in units of σ) . Several cogent observations from Figure 4.9 can be
observed. The percent area of Gaussian PDF outside parameter specification limits being
extremely will to the following predictions. First of all, the Hybrid Taguchi loss expectation
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prediction will be approximately the same as the classical Taguchi loss expectation. Second, the
loss expectation for the Goal Post Model would be quite small compared to loss expectation for
both Taguchi models.
Table 4.2 Comparing computer-generated numerical value each of Terms (1-5) contributes
expectation formula high standard deviation Gaussian PDF with target bias (Case B) and without
target bias (Case A)
Reference for Eq. (3.24a)

Eq. (3.24b)

Eq. (3.24c)

Eq. (3.24d)

Eq. (3.24e)

formula
Hybrid

Check

Check

Check

Check

Check

Model

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Term 4

Term 5

Case A

1.0565

3.2

-0.6762

-1.4612

0

2.1191

Case B

1.1273

3.4

-0.766

-1.396

-1.799

2.1848

L TH

The corresponding results for zero target bias case are repeated from Table C1 (Case A) in
Appendix C provided in along with additional numerical data generated in Appendix C (Eq. 3.13
in chapter 3)

LGP =0.016<LTH =0.574<LT =0.578

(4.7)

which confirms the qualitative predictions mentioned above. Numerical Data in Appendix C,
Table C1 demonstrates again good agreement comparing numerical and formula for predicting
Hybrid Taguchi loss expectations,

LTH =L NTH =0.547

(4.8)

Section 4.2e Summary of results for high capability index case with Gaussian distributed
part parameters – nonzero target bias case

The input parameters needed to complete simulations were μ=1.4 , τ=1.5 , σ=0.17 and
span X= 14(in units of σ) . Due to the included target bias, μ  τ it can be observed that a higher

% of Gaussian PDF area is outside specification limits. Nonetheless, for the Taguchi models, the
loss expectation prediction will be dominated by the deviations of parameter value from the target
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within the specification limits. We have the following predictions. First of all, there is slightly
higher Goal Post expectation for loss as compared with zero target bias case. Second, the Hybrid
Taguchi loss expectation prediction would be approximately the same as the classical Taguchi loss
expectation. Third, both the Taguchi models exhibit higher loss expectations due to target bias.
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Figure 4.9 Gaussian PDF and selected specification limits  =0.17, no target bias

Not to distract the reader with nonessential repetition of the same ideas provided in
previous examples the corresponding salient results are repeated from Table C1 (Case B) in
Appendix C provided in along with additional numerical data generated in Appendix I (eq. 3.13 in
Chapter 3)

LGP =0.04<LTH =0.766<LT =0.778

(4.9)

which confirms the qualitative predictions mentioned above. Numerical Data in Appendix C,
Table C1 (Case B) demonstrates again supportive agreement for analytic solution for the Taguchi
Hybrid with Gaussian PDF after comparing numerical integration estimate and formula for Hybrid
Taguchi, it was found that

LTH =L NTH =0.766

(4.10)

For completeness, the corresponding Table C2 for computation of Terms supporting heuristic
construction of the Taguchi Hybrid model for this low standard deviation case is also provided in
Appendix C.
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Figure 4.10 Gaussian PDF and selected specification limits under target bias conditions,  =0.17

Section 4.3 Example of the MOSFET for Gaussian distribution

The Hybrid-Taguchi loss model has an advantage over other loss functions used in the
literature. To be specific it features a separation rule that can distinguish loss expectation due to
parts rejected from the expectation of losses based on degradation of quality for the segment of
the batch not being rejected. This following example illustrates this idea with the formalism
developed for Gaussian distributed parts. The following example should clarify that the method
can be used to identify the salient restriction for a critical dimension in a semiconductor IC
process.
Company MOSX is in the business of mass-producing general-purpose metal oxide
semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFETs). A critical dimension in the process is the FET
is the channel length L. If the channel length is too high the transistor is too slow. On the other
hand, if the channel length is too small other problems can develop such as the channel length
modulation (also known as Early effect) and excessive currents. From variety of considerations
from MOSX part specifications the optimum value for the channel length is L  1.6  m with
USL=1.8nm and LSL=1.4nm and the quality control department for this company has been
charged with responsibilities for monitoring the fabrication process for two issues of concern to
company executives.
The first concern is limiting the average loss/part created by the rejection of parts. In this
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example the average expectation loss/part limit was taken arbitrarily as 25% of the internally
assessed materials, labor and equipment die part value ( $ Lo ). For the specific example this per die
value was taken to be $ Lo  $8 . So, the limit value is $2. If the QC department observes that this
limit is being exceeded in more than 10% of the batches the company executives have requested a
report from QC to suggest corrective steps. For example, investing is some new equipment,
improving precision in semiconductor fabrication processes may be one logical suggestion.
A second concern is limiting the target bias so that the expectation for the quadratic
component of loss, which is a measure of quality for parts shipped, is also limited. It is known that
parts which exhibit significant deviation from target within specification limits are the ones which
will first fail under extremes in the environment and aging. Company MOSX does not, at this time,
have the financial resources to upgrade their equipment so the precision in the process as reflected
in the standard deviation (   1.2  m ) in the typical assumed batch profile is assume fixed. The
accuracy of the process, as reflected in the target bias parameter Tb , is adjustable and can be
monitored to make sure a batch of “lemon” MOSFETs is not shipped. The measure for quality is
the expectation for the quadratic component of Taguchi_Hybrid loss. It is apriori known that the
minimum for the expectation of quadratic loss will occur when the mean for the Gaussian
distribution PDF for channel lengths is on target. The guideline is to predict the allowed extremes
in target bias that will keep this expectation for quadratic component of Taguchi-Hybrid loss no
more that 5% over the loss when on target.
The question to be answered is which concern. If both limits adhered to, is going to limit
the maximum allowed target bias. Making use of data from hypothetical problem described
simulations were run to display, versus target bias, the expectation for both Taguchi_Hybrid Goal
Post loss and the Taguchi_Hybrid Quadratic loss. These are displayed in Figure 4.11 and Figure
4.12 respectively. Also displayed as dashed horizontal lines are the company-imposed limits on
these quantities. From the two figures it is seen that the expectation of the Quadratic component
Fig 4.12) will reach the limit at target bias approximately 0.053 . This is significantly less than
the target bias allowed limit for expectation in Goal Post component (Fig. 4. 11) which is 0.12 .
Therefore, the QC department can direct the fabrication department to keep the target bias of the
batch below 0.053 .
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Section 4.4 Summary observations for Chapter Four

Analytic models for loss expectations for Goal Post, classical Taguchi and Hybrid Taguchi
loss expectations were validated, with and without target bias, for high and low capability index
using numerical integration methods. It can be found out that the Hybrid Taguchi will be
significantly different for a sufficiently high standard deviation (i.e. sufficiently low manufacturing
capability index) with the higher standard deviation case having slightly higher loss as compared
to the lower standard deviation. The Hybrid Taguchi loss expectation having a five-term
formulation n was numerically checked on a term by term basis and was found to be correct.
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Figure 4.11 Display of expectation in Goal Post component of Taguchi Hybrid loss model versus target
bias  b  with allowed limit
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Chapter Five
Simulations and Test Case Studies for the Uniform Distribution
Sec 5.1 Overview of sections

The uniform distribution is not the main common choice to represent the distribution of
part values in the reliability field, but it can be demonstrated that the analysis for the expectation
of loss can have utility in certain situations. The simplicity of the uniform distribution is the most
important factor which allows for the development of practical examples for the students. The
students can easily solve a uniform distribution example by hand calculation within the limited
time of a typical class period. This will be demonstrated in section 5.2.
For the justification of a uniform distribution, a pragmatic but hypothetical situation can
be made. For certain product line of Company X, it is found part parameters coming from the
manufacturing process is Gaussian distributed with standard deviation. Then, they are roughly
filtered by removing all parts with parameter values outside a window of values measured relative
to the Gaussian distribution mean. Because of the design of the manufacturing process, the
resulting distribution is approximately flat, and the part parameter can be approximated with a
uniform distribution. Then those parts are received by the Company X quality control department
who has the responsibility to carefully filter out parts that do not fall within the manufacturing
specification limits.
For Gaussian Distributed part parameters (Chapter4), due to the mathematical complexity
to predicting the various loss expectations discussed in Chapter 3 the use of computer tools was
found to be essential. Although hand calculations can be done in the case of Uniform Distributed
part parameters, the computer programmed formulas help to get reliable results and supports,
through math processing software, the ability to generate graphic visual representations. Several
computer tests are presented in Section 5.3 which validates the hand calculation in Section 5.2
(with zero target bias) and extends this same example to make expectation predictions for nonzero target bias.
Section 5.2 Example predicting loss expectations for uniform distribution of parts
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What follows in this section is an illustration for the construction of an example assuming
distribution of part values is uniform which is suitable for in-class hand calculation test question.
The upper and lower specifications on a voltage regulator drift can be expressed as

0.0  0.2 volts . Each time the regulator falls out of specification it will cost $12.00.
See Figure 5.1 describing PDF parts distribution for this hypothetical problem.

f (v)
LSL


-0.4

USL
1.25

0.0

 0.4 v( in volts)

Figure 5.1 Uniform Distribution and specification limits for Voltage regulator Drift example discussed

a) The “on-target” is a better model for the Taguchi Loss function L (v)=k v where the best
2

is a target value of zero drift. First, evaluate the coefficient,

k 

$ Lo 12$

 300$
 2 0.04

k¢ .

k'=300$/V2 (numerical answer)

b) Using the direct integration method what is the expectation for Taguchi loss function if the
PDF for the power supply (RV) drift voltages is a uniform PDF:

f (v) = 1.25


LT 



v £ 0.4

, f (v) = 0.0

f (v) LT (v) dv  k   1.25



v > 0.4

0.4



v 2 dv

0.4

k   1.25 3 0,4 300  1.25

 2  (0.4)3
LT 
v

0.4
3
3
LT  16$
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c) As per the classical Goal Post model, what would the average loss be?
 USL

 USL  LSL 
L GP  $L o 1   f ( x)dx   $L o 1 

X


 LSL

 0.2  (0.2) 
L GP  12$ 1 

0.8


L GP  6$

d) As per the hybrid Taguchi–classical (Goal Post model) what would the average loss be?
LTH  L HGP  L HQ
L HQ 

k'
X

LTH  6$ 

USL



( x   ) 2 dx = k   1.25

0.2



v 2 dv

0.2

LSL

300$  1.25
k   1.25 3 0,2
v
 6$ 
 2  (0.2)3
0.2
3
3

LTH  8$
Observations and conclusions extracted from this example. The results (b), (c) (d) are consistent
with the following PDF-independent rule
L T  16$  L TH  8$  L GP  6$

(5.1)

Confirming again the Taguchi Hybrid Model is more conservative than Goal Post Model in
predicting loss but less conservative than classical Taguchi Model. In the case of the Uniform
Distribution PDF, the various loss terms can be checked with direct integration or using derived
formulas for the Uniform Distribution appearing in Section 3. This result for this example was
computed from programmed formulas from Section 3 and for reference are shown in Table 5.1
(On Target Case A). Note in the same Table 5.1 (Case B) will correspond to the similarly
conditioned example except a target bias was introduced to demonstrate the effect.
Section 5.3 Uniform Distribution of parts on target

In Table 5.1, b is the target bias,  b is the normalized target bias and k is the Taguchi loss
constant. USL and LSL are the upper specification limits and the lower specification limits
respectively.

xmax and xmin are the maximum and minimum range of the value of x which is given by
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xmax = μ + span/2

(5.2a)

xmin = μ - span/2

(5.2b)

Where span is the range of parameter x in terms of the standard deviation ( ) and the mean(  )
span=2*ΔX

(5.3)

Uniform x(left) and Uniform x(right) are the left and the right edge of uniform distribution which
is given by
Uniform x(left) = μ - ΔX/2

(5.4a)

Uniform x(right) =μ +ΔX/2

(5.4b)

L NIT (Taguchi) and L NIH (Hybrid) are the loss function obtained from the numerical integration
using Euler’s method for Taguchi and Hybrid model respectively. LFT (formula Taguchi) and

LTH (Formula Hybrid) are the loss function using the formula for Taguchi and Hybrid model
respectively. Also, the percentage error in the loss between the Euler and the formula loss for the
Taguchi and the hybrid model is given by

Error %(Taguchi)=(abs(L NIT -LFT )/LFT )*100

(5.5a)

Error %(Hybrid) = (abs(L NIH - LTH )/LTH )*100

(5.5b)

For program inputs, we have N=3000 is the number of points for the parameter x, L0 =12(in $) is
the dollar value of the part and   0.2 is the tolerance parameter.
In Figure 5.2 is displayed Uniform PDF having the part value of 12. The product of
Uniform PDF with Goal Post-loss function is also displayed. The area of product is the Goal Post
expectation for loss. It can be obtained as predicted in Table 5.1 (Case A) with formula value being
equal to 6.0 in row #11.
In Figure 5.3 as displayed, there is no target bias with Taguchi loss function crossing 12 at
the specification limits. We can see the classical Taguchi loss function having a quadratic deviation
from the loss function both within and outside the specification limits. Also, it can be observed
that Hybrid Taguchi has quadratic loss between specification limits and switches to constant value
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12 outside of limits. Due to the zero-target bias condition, symmetry in function relative to target
can be seen.
Figure 5.2 Uniform PDF with specification limits and for no target bias case
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Uniform fx (x)
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 = =0
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LSL=-0.2

fx (x)
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0
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x
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Figure 5.3 Loss function used in the uniform case with no target bias

From the figure 5.4, it can be observed the product of classical Taguchi loss function and
Uniform PDF that the area for this product is the Taguchi expectation of loss which can be
obtained from Table 5.1 (Case A) with formula value being equal to 16 in row #13 and numerical
integration value is equal to 16.016 in row #12. In row #14, we can find out that it has a 0.10%
error. Also, we can see the product of the Hybrid loss function and the Uniform PDF and the area
of the product is the expectation for the Hybrid Taguchi Loss function which will be less than by
inspection of the graph than the product area with classical Taguchi loss function. From Table 5.1
(Case A), we have the formula value equal to 8 shown in row #16 and the numerical integration
value equal to 8.004 in row #15. In row #17, we can see that it has a 0.05% error.
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Table 5.1 Summarizing Data collected in simulation for Uniform PDF with target bias (Case B)
and without target bias (Case A)
Reference for formula

Case A

1. 

2.24

0.2309

0.2039

2. Tb

2.41a

0.0

-0.1

b

2.41a

0.0

-0.433

4. k

2.15

300

300

5. USL

2.6a

0.2

0.2

6. LSL

2.6b

-0.2

-0.2

7. xmax

5.1a

0.8

0.9

8. xmin

5.1b

-0.8

-0.7

9. uniform x (left ) 

5.3a

-0.4

-0.3

10. uniform x ( right ) 

5.3b

0.4

0.5

11. LGP ( formula )

3.35

6.0

6.0

12. LNIT (Taguchi )

2.49

16.016

 19.02

13. LFT (formula Taguchi)

3.36

16

19.0

14. Error %(Taguchi)

5.4a

0.10

0.09

15. LNIH (Hybrid)

2.49

8.004

8.004

16. LTH (Formula Hybrid)

3.39b

8

8.0

17. Error %(Hybrid)

5.4b

0.05

0.05

3.

Case B

Also, we can observe that for the Goal Post model the product, PDF and loss function, areas are
the same for cases with and without target bias as readily validated from figure 5.2 and figure 5.5.
As expected, simulation data Table 5.1(Case A) supports expectation for a loss

LGP (6.0)<LTH (8)<LFT (16)
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(5.6)
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Figure 5.4 illustrating loss functions (Taguchi, Taguchi-Hybrid) X Uniform PDF Product, on target case

Section 5.4 Uniform Distribution of parts with target bias
For non-zero target bias cases, mean and the target are not equal. So, the inputs to generate
Figure 5.5 are μ=0.1, τ=0.0, X=0.8 and span X =2(in units of X) . From Figure 5.5 has a
Uniform PDF with a mean which is not the same as the target. Higher % of PDF is appearing on
RHS. More part losses will occur for which the part parameter value is higher than the USL than
when the part value falls below the LSL.

Figure 5.5 Uniform PDF with specification limits and for target bias

From figure 5.6, it can be seen the Taguchi Quadratic loss function is the same as in Case
A (no target bias). Also, it can be observed that the Hybrid Taguchi Loss function is the same as
in Case A. These same loss function and the same loss expectation can be observed in figure 5.3
and figure 5.6.
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From Figure 5.7, it can be observed the product of the Taguchi Loss function and Uniform
PDF. This product area is the Taguchi Loss expectation. Due to target bias with a shift in mean for
Uniform to RHS, the product has more area on RHS. From Table 5.1 Case B regarding Taguchi
Loss, we have the formula value equal to 19.0 shown in row #13 and the numerical integration
value equal to 19.02 shown in row #12. In row #14, we can find out that it has a 0.09% error. The
target bias had an impact increased Taguchi loss expectation from 16 Case A (no target bias) to 19
Case B (with small target bias) which can be seen from figure 5.4 and figure 5.7. Also, the product
of the Hybrid Taguchi Loss function and Uniform PDF is also displayed in the figure. By
inspection, this product has more area to the right of USL than to the left of LSL. The area for the
product is the expectation for the Hybrid Taguchi Loss. From Table 5.1 Case B, we have the
formula value equal to 8.0 shown in row #16 and the numerical integration value equal to 8.004
as shown in row #15, which is same as in Case A. As observed from row #17, Case B, Table 5.1
indicates 0.05% error. It can be clear that the Hybrid Taguchi loss function loss expectation will
be the same as can be observed in figure 5.4 and 5.7.
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Figure 5.6 Loss function used in the uniform case with target bias
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Figure 5.7 Illustrating loss functions (Taguchi, Taguchi-Hybrid)
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Uniform PDF Product, with target bias case

As expected, simulation data Table 5.1(Case B) supports expectation for a loss

LGP (6.0)<LTH (8)<LFT (19)

(5.7)

Section 5.5 Summary Observations for Chapter Five

The predictions for loss expectations from models, Taguchi, Goal Post and Taguchi
Hybrid, for the Uniform PDF parts case is relatively simple. As to be demonstrated this will allow
for construction of a pedological example which can easily be solved with hand calculations.
Analytic models for loss expectations for Goal Post, classical Taguchi and Hybrid Taguchi loss
expectations were validated using numerical integration, with and without target bias. Both the
Goal Post and Hybrid models have the same loss expectation with and without target bias, but
Taguchi model has more loss expectation with target bias as compared without target bias.
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Chapter Six
Conclusion

The Taguchi model calculates the loss quadratically with the deviation from the target even
outside the specification limit which has been recognized as overly conservative in predicting the
loss. That’s why Taguchi hybrid model has been introduced which evaluates the loss quadratically
with the deviation from the target till the specification limits and then remains constant beyond the
specification limits.
In Chapter 3 of this thesis formulas needed to make predictions for the Hybrid Taguchi
manufacturing loss expectations for both the Uniform and Gaussian distributed parts were derived.
The initial solution for the Taguchi Hybrid loss expectation for the Gaussian distribution of parts
was recast as a solution with five terms which supported a heuristic interpretation. Specifically,
the first term was same as the Goal Post Model loss expectation and the second term was the
classical Taguchi loss expectation. For reasons explained in Chapter 3, The remaining three terms
had to be non-positive. Solutions for the loss expectations for both Goal Post and Hybrid Taguchi
loss models with the Gaussian distribution of parts case were represented in terms of the standard
normal CDF. Details for constructing the standard normal using a mathematical processing
software package such as Matlab was clarified. Lastly, it was noted, the evaluation of the Hybrid
Taguchi for the Uniform distribution parts case is relatively simple and can be done by hand.
Analytic models for loss expectations for Goal Post, classical Taguchi and Hybrid Taguchi
loss expectations were validated in Chapter 4 for the Gaussian Distribution case. These numerical
tests were completed with and without target bias, and for high and low capability index. The
validation was provided using numerical integration methods. It can be found out that the Hybrid
Taguchi will be significantly different from the classical Taguchi model for sufficiently high
standard deviation, i.e. for sufficiently low manufacturing capability index. Alternatively, for the
lower standard deviation case, i.e. having higher capability index, the predictions for the Hybrid
Taguchi and classical Taguchi loss models were found to be approximately equal. The Hybrid
Taguchi loss expectation having a five-term formulation which was numerically checked on a term
by term basis and was found to be correct. In addition to this, a hypothetical example of the
MOSFETs in the Gaussian distribution case was used to identify the salient restriction for target
bias for MOSFET channel length, a critical dimension in a semiconductor IC process.
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As demonstrated in Chapter 5 the Uniform PDF is simple enough such that it can provide
the basis for a pedological example which can easily be solved within a typical class period.
Analytic models for loss expectations for Goal Post, classical Taguchi and Hybrid Taguchi loss
expectations were again validated using numerical integration, with and without target bias. Both
the Goal Post and Hybrid models have the same loss expectation with and without target bias, but
Taguchi model has a higher loss expectation with target bias as compared without target bias.
Future developments building on this work would include the application of the Taguchi
Hybrid model to predict loss expectations when the parts follow other distributions having
manufacturing relevance such as Laplace and Log-Normal. Also, consideration can be given to
development for extensions of Taguchi-Hybrid model to cover other classes of loss functions such
as “higher is better” and “lower is better”.
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Appendix A potpourri collection of background topics, probability, mathematics,
manufacturing

A1 Basic Probability relations for continuous distributions
A2 Basic Gaussian Distribution Mathematics
A3 The Relations Between the standard Normal CDF and the Error Function
A4 Basic Manufacturing Principles
A5

Manufacturing yield and loss when parameter values are distributed Gaussian

Appendix A1 Basic Probability relations for continuous distributions

A continuous probability density function (PDF) must satisfy
f ( x )  0   x  

(A1.1)

And the normalization rule




f ( x ) dx  1

(A1.2)



The cumulative distribution function (CDF) is given by
x

F ( x) 



f ( x ') dx '

(A1.3)

dF
dx

(A1.4)



And then differentiation of (A1.3) is given by
f ( x) 

A parameter ‘g’ impacted by the distribution f(x) can be predicted by using an expectation operator


E{g(x)} 

 g ( x) f ( x)dx



For example, simple case

 the distribution mean '  '
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is given by

(A1.5)

E{x}= 

(A1.6)

E{(x  ) 2}   2

(A1.7)

And the distribution variance  2 is given by

where    2 is the standard deviation. A convenient rule that can be shown by expanding terms
in (A1.7) is that

E{(x  )2}  E{x2} 2

(A1.8)

There are problems in which it is helpful to have rules to rotate the PDFs and CDFs for
functionally related random variables, i.e. y=T(x)
T ( x)
x 
y

(A1.9)

Under transformation T(x) if T(x) is invertible consistent with being monotonic (increasing or
decreasing) can show
y

Fy ( y ) 



f y ( y ')dy '

(A1.10a)

f x ( x ') dx '

(A1.10b)



And,
x

Fx ( x ) 





Then,
Fy ( y )  Fx ( x ) |x T 1 ( y )

Fy ( y ) 

f x ( x)
| 1
dT x T ( y )
|
|
dx

(A1.11a)

(A1.11b)

A useful equivalent variation on (A1.11b) is

Fx ( x)  Fy ( y) | y T ( x )
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(A1.12)

Appendix A2 Basic Gaussian Distribution Mathematics

The general Gaussian PDF is given by
f ( x) 


1
e
2 

( x   )2
2 2

  x  

(A2.1)

And the related CDF is given by

1
F ( x) 
2

x

e



( x '   )2
2 2

dx '
(A2.2)



A special case for the general Gaussian for which   0 and  1 is known as the standard
normal
2
1
e z /2
2

fz (z) 

  z  

(A2.3)

And consistent with (A2.2), the standard normal CDF would be given by

 ( z) 

1
2

z

e

 ( z ') 2 /2

dz '

(A2.4)



It is possible to convert the general Gaussian distribution PDF and CDF to standard normal PDF
and CDF via a linear increasing (and invertible) transformation T(x).
T ( x)  z 

x



(A2.5)

And based on (A1.11b)
Fx ( x )   ( z ) |

z

x

(A2.6)



Based on the standard normal PDF certain useful symmetries in the CDF can be identified (Refer
figure A2.1)
From Figure A2.1, it can be seen that the crossed areas are the same and therefore
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 ( z ')  1   (  z ')

z' 0

(A2.7a)

Figure A2.1 The standard Normal PDF, with emphasis on even symmetry of the function

And it follows,

 (  z ')  1   ( z ')

z' 0

(A2.7b)

A slightly more general way to express symmetry valid for all z

 ( z )  1   ( z )

(A2.8)

Tables for standard Normal CDFs are conveniently compiled for hand calculators [1]. However,
for computer simulation purposes it is possible to generate values of the CDFs via a connection to
routine for “CANNED” special functions such as the error function. Appendix A2 addresses the
detail required to apply the connection between error function and potential normal CDF.
Appendix A3 The Relations Between the standard Normal CDF and the Error Function
From Appendix A2 the standard normal CDF is defined as
F (z)=Fz ( z ) =

1
2π

z

ò

e(

-¥
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2

- z ¢) 2

dz ¢

z [-¥ , ¥ ]

(A3.1)

The “Q Function of digital communications [36] is not only useful in making translation steps
between Standard Normal CDF and the Error Function [35], but as shown later the Q-function has
a convenient approximate form facilitating hand calculations for the standard normal. The Q
Function is defined as:
¥

1
2π

Q(z) º

òe

-x 2 2

dx

z³0

(A3.2a)

z

and it has an approximate form [36]:
1 1 -z2 /2
e
2p z

Q(z) »

z³ 3

(A3.2b)

which is considered a good approximation when the Q Function argument, z, meets the condition
shown in (A3.2b). After comparing (A3.2) and (A3.2a), which have similar mathematical forms,
the connection between standard normal for z ³ 0 and the Q Function is:
Q(z)=1- F(z)

z³0

(A3.3a)

And through the use of symmetry condition for Standard Normal CDF (A2.8) another equivalent
connection between Standard Normal CDF z ³ 0 for and Q function is:
Q(z)= F(-z)

z³0

(A3.3b)

To follow up with the objectives of this appendix the standard definitions [29] for Complementary
Error Function, erfc(x), and the Error function, erf(x), are respectively:
erfc(x)=

2
p

¥

òe

2

-( x ¢ )

dx ¢

x³0

(A3.4a)

x³0

(A3.4b)

x

and,
erf(x)=

2
p

x

òe

2

-( x ¢)

dx ¢

0

It is known that the error functions are related by the following normalization condition [ 29]
erf(x) + erfc(x) = 1
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x³0

(A3.4c)

With the calculus substitution transformation x¢ = x / 2

on (A3.4a) leads to an equivalent form

for the error function

2
erfc(x)=
2π

¥

òe

- x2 2

d x,

x ³0

(A3.5a)

x 2

Which can be expressed, with a first step, to facilitate a direct comparison to the Q Function
(A3.2a).

1
1
erfc(x) =
2
2π

¥

ò

e- x

2

2

dx

x ³0

(A3.5b)

x 2

The second step is to complete the direct variable substitution z= x 2 on the above, subsequently
leading to:
1
erfc(z/ 2 ) =
2

1
2π

¥

òe

- x2 2

dx

z³0

(A3.6)

z

After noting the RHS of (A3.6) is the same RHS of (A3.2) the connection between Q Function and
Complimentary Error Function is then:
Q(z)=

1
erfc(z/ 2) ,
2

z³0

(A3.7)

which in combination with (C3a) provides the following link between complementary error
function and standard normal.

F(z) = 1 -

1
erfc(z/ 2)
2

z³0

(A3.8)

The error function normalization condition (A3.4c) can be used to get an equivalent form for
(A3.8) in terms of the Error Function,

F(z) =

1
(1 + erf(z/ 2) )
2

z³0

(A3.9a)

And consistent with (A3.8) when z is negative, i.e. z is positive, it would follow after letting
z  ( z )
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F(-z) =

1
(1 + erf(-z/ 2) )
2

-z ³ 0

(A3.9b)

By application of Standard Normal CDF symmetry condition (A2.8), it is possible to use (A3C9b)
to predict a more convenient valid form for the CDF with negative z values.

F(z) =1-F(-z)=

1
(1 - erf(-z/ 2) )
2

z£0

(A3.9c)

It can be concluded that predictions for Standard Normal CDF in terms of the Error Function can
be made for all z with an appropriate combination of formulas. For nonnegative z use (A39a), and
for nonpositive z use (A3.9c). The Error Function is commonly available as a “canned” routine
within mathematical processing software, an example of such is Matlab.
Appendix A4 Basic Manufacturing Principles

The degree to which the manufacturing process yields acceptable products as a
representation of the distribution of values reacting is termed as PDF. Two of the most commonly
used PDF are the uniform distributions (see Fig A4-1) and Gaussian distributions (see Fig A4-2).
For case “On target is best” [1], there will be both upper specification limit, USL, and the lower
specification limit, LSL. The USL and LSL value would satisfy the following condition.

USL    

(A4.1a)

LSL    

(A4.1b)

Where the “ideal” or optimum parameter value is known as the target " " .And  provides
commonly taken symmetric tolerance for the specification limits relative to the target ( ) .Cases
in which the distribution mean for parameter value does not equal the manufacturing target value
is termed as a target bias.

b   

(A4.2)

Which can be both positive and negative. We are limiting the discussion to one parameter ‘x’ of
the part and then the fraction accepted (or yield) (Y) would satisfy in terms of the PDF.
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USL

Y



f ( x) dx  0

(A4.3)

LSL

Figure A4-1 Uniform Distribution including manufacturing designators for target value and
Specification limits

Figure A4-2 Gaussian Distribution showing manufacturing designators for target value and Specification limits

Equivalently in terms of CDF,
Y  F (USL )  F ( LSL )  0

(A4.4)

which can be interpreted as a probability. The fraction of parts consistent with (D3)


LSL

P  1 Y 



f ( x ) dx 





USL
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f ( x ) dx

(A4.5)

And consistent with (D4)
P  1  Y  F ( LSL )  (1  F (USL ))

(A4.6)

which can be interpreted as the probability(P) the part will be rejected due to falling within
specification limits.
To characterize the monetary cost for the manufacturing process not achieving 100%
perfect “on target” parts, a loss function L(x) has been commonly used.

L(x)  $L0 g(x)  0   x  

(A4.7)

And where $L0 is a constant interpreted as “in house” value to the part as accessed by the
manufacturer. The details which distinguish various loss functions are in the function g(x). The
manufacturing average cost per part can then be predicted from the expectation of the loss function


L  E{L( x)}  $ L0  g ( x) f ( x)dx

(A4.8)



Which is desirable to keep as low as possible. A baseline loss function, known as the goal-post
model [1] is solely based on whether the parameter of the part is, or is not, within the specification
limits (see Fig A4-3). For the loss function,
g(x)=1 x  USL

(A4.9)

g(x)=1 x  LSL
Consistent with (D8), the expectation for the average cost per parts for the Goal Post model would
be:

LGP  $ L0 E{g ( x)}  $ L0 [ F ( LSL)  1  F (USL)]

(A4.10)

A second more modern loss function termed as Taguchi loss function provides loss due to any
parameter value deviation from target ( ) even within the acceptance range ( LT ( x)) , i.e. between
the specification limits[1](see Fig A4-4) which is given by
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LT ( x)  k '( x  )2   x  

(A4.11)

Figure A4-3 Illustration representing manufacturing Goal Post Loss Model

Where the constant k’ is determined by the condition

LT (x  ( ))  $L0

(A4.12)

As illustrated in. This condition in combination with (A4.11) leads to k’ as

k '  $L0 / 2

(A4.13)

In terms of $L0 and  presumably known by the manufacturer of the parts.
A convenient rule predicting the Taguchi loss expectation has been derived [1]

LT  E{LT ( x)}

(A4.14a)

which leads to, for arbitrary PDF, f(x)


LT  k '  ( x   ) 2 f ( x ) dx

(A4.14b)



And expanding quadratic term in D14b, it can be shown that (A414b) leads to:

LT  k '[(   )2   2 ]

(A4.14c)

Which can be easily found out assuming the mean and standard deviation of the PDF are known.
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Figure A4-4, Illustration for Taguchi Loss Model and associated Goal Post Loss Model

Appendix A5: Manufacturing yield and loss when parameter values are distributed
Gaussian
When the parameter values resulting from a manufacturing process are distributed
Gaussian, the fraction that will be rejected, i.e. not within the specification limits, can be predicted
in terms of standard CDF(  ).
From (D6) and (B6), the result is
 LSL    
 USL    
P  1 Y   
  1   

 
 
 


(A5.1)

And after making use of symmetry rule for  ( z ) , B (8) with (E1),

 LSL       USL 
  

     

P=  

(A5.2)

An index often cited to characterize the level of manufacturing process control when the part
parameter values are distributed Gaussian is the capability index given by [1]

CP 

 USL  LSL

3
6

(A5.3)

It can be noted that a more precise process control would result in a smaller standard deviation 
of part values and the capability index would be higher, i.e. improved. A convenient gauge for the
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level of accuracy in the process is the target bias b (D2). For the situation, the process is very
accurate, Then  b  0 And,

   ( special case)

(A5.4)

And under the very accurate process assumption (A5.4) with (A4.1) leads to a special case. For
(A5.2), the rejection loss probability is

 
P  2    (special case)
 

(A5.5)

And in terms of the capability index (E3) with a very accurate manufacturing process.

P  2(3CP ) (special case)

(A5.6)

In the jargon of the manufacturing community, a “six sigma” process would exhibit the level of
manufacturing control such that

  6

(A5.7a)

And that would be consistent with (A5.3), the short-term capability index satisfying the condition

CP  2

(A5.7b)

The direct implication on the single parameter rejection probability (A5.6) is
P  2 ( 6) (special case)

(A5.8)

With inequality shown being consistent with  (7) dependence Figure A1-1 , computation of RHS
of (A5.9) will be facilitated using the  (7) relation to  (7) (A3.3b) and the  (7) approximation
(A3.2b) that leads to an RHS of (A5.99) estimate [1]

P  2*109 (2*103 ppm)

(A5.9)

The probability estimate (A5.10) is so small that it may raise the conclusion that the six-sigma
condition (A5.7) is overly conservative. However, there are two considerations that impact the
manufacturer’s part yield. First, it is expected that the part must meet expectations for a high
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number M, of part physical properties i.e. part parameters to pass through quality control. To
demonstrate this, it is convenient that each parameter is assumed to be independent and identically
distributed. In which case the yield for the part would be [1]

Y  (1 P)M

(A5.10)

Consistent with a binomial distribution prediction with M tests and n (#rejection) =0. A convenient
approximation valid for high M and small ‘P’ is [1]
Y  e  MP

(A5.11)

A second factor why the loss ‘P’ prediction (A5.6) is considered to be optimistically recognized
by the manufacturing reliability community, is that prediction using the short-term capability index
is typically merely optimistic compared to that collection of parts collaborated over days or weeks.
This may be due to a variance in ambient conditions. In any case, the long-term parameter value
distribution can again be modeled as a Gaussian under the condition with the same mean but less
precision [15], i.e. high standard deviation. This is commonly modeled with the following
predictor for the long-term capability index

CPk  CP (1 k)

(A5.12)

In which ‘k’ is called the location index [1, 4] with a typical range [0,0.5].For example with k=0.25,
the resulting long term capability index with CP =2 (A5.8) is

CPk =1.5 (special case)

(A5.13)

Again, for revised (A5.6) i.e. CP  CPk , the fraction rejected is

p  2(3CPk )

(A5.14a)

p  2 ( 4.5)

(A5.14b)

And as per (A5.13),

And via approximation methods (A3.3b), (A3.2b), the RHS evaluates to the long-term rejection
estimate
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p  7*106

(A5.15)

With M  107 specifications to meet not unusual in electronic integrated circuits, the short term
‘P’, RHS of (A5.10) combined with yield estimate predictor(A5.12) leads to, for short term
P  2 *10 9 and using (A5.11),

YS.T.  0.98(98%)

(A5.16)

And for long term P  7 *10 6 (A5.15) with (A5.12),

YL.T .  0.49(49%)

(A5.17)

This long-term yield predictor (A5.17) is generally considered the non-ideal predictor estimate.
Therefore, stating with the condition resulting from in having a “Six-Sigma”, [1,5] manufacturing
process is not considered excessively rigid, especially in the electronics industry. Calculations are
shown below to confirm (A5.17) with the calculator.
As can be seen from (A5.14b), to calculate the fraction rejected, we have to calculate the standard
normal CDF which is given by
 (  4.5)   (4.5) 

2
1
e z /2
z 2

(A5.18)

Putting the value of z=-4.5, we have
2

e(4.5) /2  4*105

(A5.19)

So, we get the value of standard normal CDF as

 (4.5) 

4*105
 0.35*105
4.5* 2

(A5.20)

Therefore, the fraction rejected becomes

p  2(4.5)  0.7*105  7*106
9

For the Short term, p  2*10 , the yield is
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(A5.21)

7

Short term: Y  e Mp  e10

p

2

 e2*10  0.98(98%)

(A5.22)

6

For the long term, p  7*10 , the yield is
Long-term: Y  e Mp  e10

7

p
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 e7*0.1  e0.7  0.49(49%)

(A5.23)

Appendix B Mathematical steps supporting Chapter Three, Section 2 development of the
Taguchi Hybrid Manufacturing Model for Gaussian distribution parts
A. Support for details in the evaluation of Term 2 (3.12b)

LHQ2 for Gaussian distribution analysis. It can be observed, LHQ2 which is part of the
“quadratic” component to the Hybrid Taguchi model and starting from (3.18)

2k   

 ( x  e
2  LSL
USL

L HQ 2

 ( x  )2
2 2

dx

(B1)

The linear transformation
z

x 


(B2)

will translates (B1) into
L HQ 2

2k   

2

USL   /



ze  z

2

/2

dz

(B3)

 LSL   /

The integral in (B3) can readily be solved with a few fairly standard calculus steps. Following the
observation
u   z 2 / 2   zdz  du

(B4)

will facilitate demonstrating the following integration result,
z2

 ze

 z2 /2

z1

dz  -

 z22 / 2





2

2

eu du  e  z1 / 2  e  z2 / 2

 z12 / 2



(B5)

And for purposes of completing integral in (B3), it can be noted that the limits in LHS (B5) are
related to limits of integral in (B3)

z2  USL    /   U n

(B6a)

z1   LSL    /   Ln

(B6b)

and
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Which combined with (B5) will produce the integrated (B3)
L HQ 2 



2
2 k    U n2 / 2
e
 e  Ln / 2
2



(B7)

appearing in the main text (3.19).
B. Support for details in the evaluation of loss term 3 (3.12b)

For the Gaussian distribution analysis LHQ3 which is part of the “quadratic” component
to the model. Starting from (3.12)

k

( x   )2 e

2  LSL
USL

L HQ 3

 ( x  )2
2 2

dx

(B8)

Use again of transformation (B2) leads to
L HQ 3

k  2

2

USL   /



z2e z

2

/2

dz

(B9)

 LSL   /

By making use of the standard recipe for integration by parts rule [29]

 udv  uv   vdu

(B10)

To simplify the following integral

z e

2  z2 /2

dz

(B11)

By letting

u=z  du=dz

(B12a)

And
2

dv=ze z /2 dz

(B12b)

And it can be observed and checked that
2

v  e- z /2
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(B13)

Is consistent with (B12b). Therefore, according to the integration by parts recipe (B10), it can be
seen

z e

dz  ze- z /2 + e- z /2dz

2  z2 /2

2

2

(B14)

Making use of more compact notation used in the main text
L HQ 3

k  2

2

USL   /



k  2
dz 
2

2  z2 / 2

ze

 LSL   /

Un



z 2e z

2

/2

dz

(B15)

Ln

And it follows based on (F14) that (F15) can be expressed as:
L HQ 3 

 1
U
k  2 
- z2 / 2 n 
+k  2  
  ze

Ln 
2 
 2

Un

e

- z2 /2

Ln


dz 


(B16)

After expanding the first term on the RHS and with the observation the bracketed quantity
represents the Standard Normal CDF ( z ) it follows that
L HQ 3  k 

2

 Ln e -Ln



2

/2

 U n e -U n
2

2

/2


  (U n )   ( Ln ) 



(B17)

And by making use of symmetry property (2.25) in ( z ) , (2.35) leads to:
L HQ 3  k 

2

 Ln e -L n



2

/2

 U n e -U n
2

2

/2


 (1   ( U n )   ( Ln ) 



(B18)

Which is repeated the main text (3.21)
C. Details demonstrating Term 5 (3.34e) is non-positive

Various steps included here to demonstrate that the last term of the 5-term expansion for
the Taguchi Hybrid Model discussed in Chapter 3 is nonpositive. This 5th term as repeated from
the main text (3.34e) is
Term 5 

2
2 k (    U N 2 / 2
(e
 e  LN / 2 )
2

And for clarity, we break (B19) into two multiplicative factors
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(B19)

F1 

2 k (   
2

(B20a)

And
F2 =(e U N

2

/2

 e  LN

2

/2

)

(B20b)

Consider case (     and Term 5 is zero and therefore this case satisfies claim without
additional discussion and Term 5 is nonpositive. Two other cases which are not taken consider
first the condition
(    

(B21a)

And immediately for this case factor F1 is positive. To establish the sign for F2 consider as
suggested by Figure 2.7 sketch makes the distribution mean must be less than the target value and
therefore closer to the LSL than the USL, i.e. the mean is closer to LSL than to USL. It follows
that

LSL    USL  

(B22a)

Ln <U n  L2n  U 2n

(B23)

And from (F6) it can be concluded

The inequality (B23) supports the conclusion based on case 2 that Factor F2 is negative, i.e.
F2 =(e U N

2

/2

 e  LN

2

/2

) <0

(B24)

And therefore, for case (B21) would to Term 5 (B19) being negative, and by definition
“nonpositive’. It can be checked using similar reasoning that third remaining case the condition
(    

(B25)

Indicates with F1 being negative and F2 positive it follows therefore again Term 5 (B19) is
negative. And by definition “nonpositive”. Noted that by inspection of (B19), Term 5 will be zero
and again compliant with being nonpositive.
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Appendix C Additional simulation results for Gaussian PDF of parts and under the high
process capability index (low standard deviation) option

As per the definition, the high process capability Cp with Gaussian PDF will, for fixed
tolerance , be consistent with making the selection of lower standard deviation,  . As
supported by graphical interpretation as discussed in the main text regarding Fig 4.9 and Fig .4.10,
and from simulation predictions. Shown in Tables C1, C2, for the example chosen the difference
between Taguchi (classical and proposed Hybrid) models is slight. Therefore, these details were
only summarized in the main text in Chapter 4 but for interested reader, additional details have
been included in this appendix.
Inputs For N=3000,   1.5 , L0  5(in $) ,   0.17   0.5 Span X=14(in units of  )
Case A ( “on target” )   1.5

Case B (

b  0 )   1.4

Presented in the following Figure C1 is the product of Goal Post loss function and Gaussian PDF
shown for high process capability index and no target bias (can be compared to similar results as
represented by Figure 4.2 for low process capability index)

7
LGP(x)
LGP(x)  fx (x)

6
LSL=1

USL =2

 = =1.5

Loss functions

5

4

3

2

1

0

0.5

1

1.5
x

2

Figure C1 Goal Post Loss function and Gaussian PDF loss function product
Table I1)
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2.5

  0.17

no target bias (Case A

Table C1 Summarizing Data collected in simulation for low standard deviation Gaussian PDF
with target bias (Case B) and without target bias (Case A)
Reference for

Case A

Case B

formula
Eq. (2.37)

0.9804

0.9804

Eq. (2.41a)

0

0.5882

3. k

Eq. (2.15)

20

20

4. USL

Eq. (2.6a)

2.0

2.0

5. LSL

Eq. (2.6b)

1.0

1.0

6. xmax

Eq. (4.1a)

2.69

2.59

7. xmin

Eq. (4.1b)

0.31

0.21

8. LNIGP (Goal Post )

Eq. (2.49)

0.0164

0.0475

9. LGP ( formula )

Eq. (2.44)

0.0163

0.0476

10. Error % (Goal Post)

Eq. (4.3a)

0.0455

0.3024

11. LNIT (Taguchi )

Eq. (2.49)

0.5780

0.7780

12. LFT (formula Taguchi)

Eq. (2.47)

0.5780

0.7780

13. Error % (Taguchi)

Eq. (4.3b)

0

0

14. LNIH (Hybrid)

Eq. (2.49)

0.5745

0.7660

15. LTH (Formula Hybrid)

Eq. (3.23)

0.5745

0.7660

16. Error % (Hybrid)

Eq. (4.3c)

0

0

1. Cp
2.

b

Presented in the following Figure C2 is the product of classical Taguchi loss function and
Gaussian PDF shown for high process capability index and no target bias (can be compared to
similar results as represented by Figure 4.3 for low process capability index)
Presented in Figure C3 is the product of Hybrid Taguchi loss function and Gaussian PDF
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shown for high process capability index and no target bias (can be compared to similar results as
represented by Figure 4.4 for low process capability index)
Table C2 Comparing computer-generated numerical value each of Terms (1-5) contributes
expectation formula low standard deviation Gaussian PDF with target bias (Case B) and without
target bias (Case A)
Reference

3.24a

3.24b

3.24c

3.24d

3.24e

for formula
Hybrid

Check term Check term Check term Check term Check term

Model

1

2

3

4

5

Case A

0.0163

0.5780

-0.0019

-0.0179

0

0.5745

Case B

0.0476

0.7780

-0.0074

-0.0357

-0.0165

0.7660

L TH

7
LT(x)
LT(x)  fx (x)

6

Loss function

USL =2

LSL=1

5

 = =1.5

4
3
2
1
0

0.5

1

1.5
x

2

2.5

Figure C2 Classical Taguchi Loss function and Gaussian PDF loss function product

  0.17

no target

bias (Case A Table C1)

Presented in Figure C4 is the product of Goal Post loss function and Gaussian PDF shown
for high process capability index and includes a target bias (can be compared to similar results as
represented by Figure 4.6 for low process capability index)
Presented in Figure C5 is the product of classical Taguchi loss function and Gaussian PDF shown
for high process capability index and includes a target bias (can be compared to similar results as
represented by Figure 4.7 for low process capability index)
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7
LTH(x)

6

LTH(x) fx (x)

5

 = =1.5

Loss function

USL =2
LSL=1

4

3

2

1

0

0.5

1

1.5
x

2

2.5

Figure C3 Hybrid Taguchi Loss function and Gaussian PDF loss function product

  0.17

no target bias (Case A

Table C1)
7

6
USL =2

LSL=1

Loss function

5

 =1.4

 =1.5

4

3
LT(x)
LT(x)  fx (x)

2

1

0

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4
x

1.6

1.8

2

2.2

Figure C4 Goal Post Loss function and Gaussian PDF loss function product

2.4

  0.17

with target bias

(Case B Table C1)

Presented in Figure C6 is the product of Hybrid Taguchi loss function and Gaussian PDF
shown for high process capability index and includes a target bias (can be compared to similar
results as represented by Figure 4.8 for low process capability index)
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7

6

LSL=1

 =1.4

 =1.5

USL =2

Loss functions

5

4
LGP(x)

3

LGP(x)  fx (x)
2

1

0

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4
x

1.6

1.8

2

2.2

2.4

Figure C5 Classical Taguchi Loss function and Gaussian PDF loss function product

  0.17

with target

bias (Case B Table C1)
7

6

LSL=1

Loss function

5

USL =2

 =1.4

 =1.5

4
LTH(x)

3

LTH(x) fx (x)
2

1

0

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4
x

1.6

1.8

2

Figure C6 Hybrid Taguchi Loss function and Gaussian PDF loss function product
B Table C1)
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2.2

2.4

  0.17

with target bias (Case

Appendix D Hypothetical manufacturing example demonstrating an advantage for
Taguchi-Hybrid loss predictions relative to the classical Taguchi Model

Motivation, problem observed and proposed solution
It is commonly recognized in the manufacturing community that the traditional Taguchi
Model for loss predictions has proved very beneficial in providing a relatively simple quantitative
gauge for assessing product quality for over 50 years. The ability to account for accuracy and
precision within the specification limits is what makes the principle behind the Taguchi Model a
superior gauge for manufacturing process quality assessment as compared to the Goal- Post Loss
Model [1,2]. The traditional Taguchi model attaches a quadratic dependence [1] for loss for any
manufacturing deviation from target even outside the specification limits. This leads to parts
outside of specification limits introducing higher losses per parts rejected than what the
manufacture would attach as value-wise for his/her investment. It could be argued that this is OK
and the manufacture’s efforts to reduce deviations in the collections of all parts may lead to
improved quality in the parts making it through specification limits. However, by attaching losses
per part amplified by a quadratic deviation from the target over manufacture investment $Lo as
done with the traditional Taguchi Model can lead to a spurious conclusion on the relative quality
comparing two batches. The following hypothetical example is intended to clarify how this could
happen.
There is an ever-growing trend in the manufacturing community to incorporate feedback
control systems. Innovations in this direction are intended to automate real-time corrections for
improving both the yield and quality of the product. One negative feature, which is a consequence
of using control systems in general, would be the existence of a “response -time transient” which
must complete before the fruition benefits of the feedback can be realized. During this transient it
may be expected the distribution of parts coming off the line may have erratic part parameter
values which can be far outside of the specification limits desired by the manufacturer. In fact, an
observed caveat [27] is that the transients mentioned above can be “long and sever” and in which
case, it is recommended to manufacturers to avoid small batches to minimize the impact of the
start-up transient on the part distribution.
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The case that the classical Taguchi loss model can be overly conservative can be
demonstrated using a comparison of two cases with different part parameter PDFs. The
hypothetical PDFs are denoted A and B and represented by sketches shown in Fig D-1. The
sketches are qualitative and a plausible assumption can be made that when expectations for the
losses are computed using the standard Taguchi Model the predicted values for L T will be
approximately the same for both PDFs. Note, by assumption PDF A was generated by an
automated process representing all parts including those generated during the start-up transient
with extreme deviations from the target value. Nonetheless, the remaining bulk collection of parts
for batch A falling within specification limits has better performance in terms of more quality than
parts of batch B as exhibited by PDF B, It is assumed that batch B could be generated from a less
modern manufacturing scheme not making use of automation.

Figure D1 Hypothetical PDFs used to demonstrate the advantage of making quality loss prediction using
the Hybrid Taguchi Loss model in lieu of the Classical Taguchi Loss model.

As observed, by inspection of Figure D1 the parts tend to deviate less from the target for
PDF A within specification limits, so standard Taguchi loss prediction will be lower there.
However, with the anomalous noise-like contribution in PDF outside of the specification limits the
loss for PDF A will be higher from those sectors. Notwithstanding the assumed approximate
equality of quality loss predictions for both PDFs A and B with the standard Taguchi model the
84

savvy manufacturer would ignore this point and recognize by visually comparing PDFs. As shown
in Fig D-1, that in terms of quality of parts being delivered to his customers the distribution for
PDF-A is distinctly better quality than PDF-B. When a similar line of reasoning is employed but
based on the Taguchi-Hybrid model the predictions would be in agreement with the manufacturer’s
common sense conclusion that the A batch is better than the B batch.
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Appendix E Programming Codes for the Uniform Distribution, Gaussian Distribution and
example for Gaussian Distribution
A. Uniform Distribution

% tests for Taguchi Hybrid with uniform distribution
% include legend modifications to simplify appearances of graphs
% include more accurate locator for text info graph
% identify special cases with "if" test no target bias
% target=mean using then use only one text statement
% !!!!!!! figures still can benefit from the edit process
%
% switched to new variables input includes target and delta
% eliminated in the original input set of variables delta_b and cap
% Note inputs for this program should work for uniform too?
clear all
N=3000; % of points
a=0:N;
% delta_b=0.5; % normalized target bias
% sigma=0.2; % std deviation used for Gaussian
DeltaX=0.8
target=0.0
mu=0.1 % mean Gaussian deviation
% cap=0.5; % capability index of process
Loss=12; % dollar value of part
span=2*DeltaX; % range of parameter X in terms of number of st dev
delta=0.2 % manufacuring tolerance
%
%%%%%%%%%%% inputs Uniform above
% FYI sigma=DeltaX/sqrt (12)
%
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%delta=3*sigma*cap; % manufacturing tolerance
%target=delta_b*sigma+mu; % target
%cap=delta/(3*sigma);
%delta_b=(target-mu)/sigma
sigma=DeltaX/ (sqrt (12))
constant_k = Loss/(delta^2) % Taguchi Model 'k' constant
Tb=(target-mu)
delta_b=(target-mu)/sigma
USL=target+delta
LSL=target-delta
%USL=(3*cap+delta_b) *sigma+mu; % upper spec limit
%LSL=(-3*cap+delta_b) *sigma+mu; % lower spec limit
xmax=mu+span/2 % maximum X
xmin=mu-span/2 % minimum X
x=linspace(xmin,xmax,N);
g=ones(size(x));
Loss_v=Loss*g; % vector of loss values collection
% vectorX
mu_v=mu*g;
target_v=target*g;
USL_v=USL*g;
LSL_v=LSL*g;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% added in to adjust label when no target bias
if target == mu
sw = 1;
else;
sw=0
end
str_nobias=strcat ('\tau = \mu= ', num2str(target)); % special string
% no target bias target = mean
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Uniform PDF
xleft=mu-DeltaX/2% left edge of uniform distribution
xright=mu+DeltaX/2% right edge of uniform distribution
xleft_v=xleft*g; % constant vector of left edges
xright_v=xright*g; % constant vector of right edges
vr=x-xright_v;
vl=x-xleft_v;
xleft_1=1/DeltaX*(sign(vl)+ ones(size(vl)))/2;
xright_1=1/DeltaX*(sign(vr)+ ones(size(vr)))/2;
v4=xleft_1-xright_1; % from data given this is the uniform PDF
L1=constant_k*(x-target). ^2; % vector Taguchi loss function
figure (1)
B=plot (x, v4, USL_v, linspace(0,1.05*(1/DeltaX), N),'-.’,
LSL_v,linspace(0,1.05*(1/DeltaX),N)...
,'-.', mu_v, linspace(0,1.05*(1/DeltaX), N),'-’, ...
target_v, linspace(0,1.05*(1/DeltaX), N),'-’, ...
'LineWidth', 2);
set(B,'color','black')
axis ([xmin xmax 0 2*(1/DeltaX)]);
str_target=strcat ('\tau = ‘, num2str(target));
str_mu=strcat (‘\mu =', num2str(mu));
str1_USL=strcat ('USL = ‘, num2str (USL));
str1_LSL=strcat (' LSL=',' ‘, num2str (LSL));
y=2*(1/DeltaX);
if sw==1
text (1.05*target,1.2*(1/DeltaX), str_nobias);
else
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text(target,0.9*y,str_target);
text(mu,0.9*y,str_mu);
%%
%%
end;
%
% anticipate hiccup if USL and LSL are not opposite polarity
text (0.80*USL,0.55*y, str1_USL);
text (1.5*LSL, 0.55*y, str1_LSL);
xlabel ('X')
ylabel ('PDF')
set(get(gca,'YLabel'),'Rotation',0.0)
ylabel('f_x(x)');
% legend ('Gaussian f_x(x)','\mu','\tau','USL','LSL');
legend ('Uniform f_x(x)', 'Location', 'northwest');
% title (‘Uniform Distribution PDF’)
%%%%%%%%% prep for figure 2 loss functions displayed
%%%%%%%***************** second figure loss functions displayed
% in this program L1 is the Taguchi Loss
% Loss_Hybrid is the Taguchi Hybrid loss function
L1=constant_k*(x-target). ^2; % vector Taguchi loss function
% dollar value of part
% DeltaX factor
% cancels 1/DeltaX in PDF
% Loss is dollar value
Loss_Hybrid=min (L1, Loss_v); % created Taguchi Hybrid model
figure (2)
C=plot (x, L1,'--', x,Loss_Hybrid,'-',...
target_v,linspace(0,0.9*Loss,N),...
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mu_v,linspace(0,0.9*Loss,N),...
USL_v, linspace (0,1.5*Loss, N),'-.', LSL_v,linspace(0,1.5*Loss,N),'-.',...
'LineWidth', 2);
axis ([xmin xmax 0 2*Loss])
set(C,'color','black')
legend (' L_T (x)', 'L_T_H (x)')
% legend (' L_T (x)', 'L_T_H (x)’, ...
% ' \tau’, 'USL', 'LSL')
%title (‘Loss Functions ')
xlabel ('x')
ylabel (‘loss funtions ')
if sw==1
text (1.05*target,1.2*Loss,str_nobias);
else
text(target,Loss,str_target);
text(mu,Loss,str_mu);
end;
str_target=strcat ('\tau = ', num2str (target));
str_mu=strcat (' \mu =', num2str (mu));
str1_USL=strcat ('USL = ', num2str (USL));
str1_LSL=strcat (' LSL=', num2str (LSL));
text (USL,1.3*Loss, str1_USL);
text (LSL, 1.3*Loss, str1_LSL);
%%%%%%%***************** third figure loss function X PDF displayed
% in this program v4 is the PDF for uniform
% L1 is the Taguchi Loss
% Loss_Hybrid is the Taguchi Hybrid loss function
figure (3)
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TL_prod=L1. *v4;
%
%This vector TL_prod will set maximum scale on graph
TL_max= max (TL_prod);
%
THL_prod=Loss_Hybrid. *v4; % hybrid loss product
D=plot (x,TL_prod,'--', x, THL_prod,'-',...
USL_v,linspace(0,.5*TL_max,N),'-.',...
LSL_v,linspace(0,.5*TL_max,N),'-.',...
target_v,linspace(0,0.5*TL_max,N),...
mu_v,linspace(0,0.5*TL_max,N),...
'LineWidth', 2)
set(D,'color','black')
legend('L_T(x)\times f_x(x)','L_T_H(x) \times f_x(x)');
ylabel ('loss function \times f_x(x)')
%title (‘loss function uniform distribution PDF products ')
xlabel (‘x')
if sw==1
text (1.05*target,0.6*TL_max,str_nobias);
else
text(target,0.6*TL_max,str_target);
text(mu,0.6*TL_max,str_mu);
end;
text (USL,0.5*TL_max, str1_USL);
text (LSL,0.5*TL_max, str1_LSL);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Calculations
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% From formulas in Text ********
Loss_GP=Loss*(DeltaX-2*delta)/DeltaX % Section 3 3.35
Loss_Taguchi=constant_k*((target-mu) ^2+ sigma^2) % 3.36
Loss_HQ= (2/3) *Loss*delta/DeltaX % 3-38b
Loss_TH= Loss_GP+ Loss_HQ % (3.39)
Alt_cal_TH=Loss*(1-(4/3) *delta/DeltaX) % (3.39b)
%%% start numerical integration EulerProdG type
%%%% good check on formulas
dx=span/(N-1);
%************ Euler error check HybridTaguchi
prodHT=Loss_Hybrid. *v4;
L_TH_check=sum(prodHT)*dx
per_err_TH= abs (L_TH_check- Loss_TH)/Loss_TH*100
% **** End error check
% Euler error check Taguchi
prodT=L1. *v4; % taguchi loss function ^ pdf for uniform
L_T_check=sum(prodT)*dx
per_err_T= abs (L_T_check- Loss_Taguchi)/Loss_Taguchi*100

B. Gaussian Distribution

% tests for Taguchi Hybrid with a gaussian distribution
% include legend modifications to simplify appearances of graphs
% include more accurate locator for text info graph
% identify special cases with "if" test no target bias
% target=mean using then use only one text statement
% !!!!!!! figures still can benefit from the edit process
% switched to new variables input includes target and delta
% eliminated in the original input set of variables delta_b and cap
% Note inputs for this program should work for uniform too?
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clear all
N=3000 % of points
%a=0:N;
%delta_b=0.5; % normalized target bias
sigma=0.17 % std deviation used for Gaussian (two cases 0,4, 0.17)
target=1.5
mu=1.4 % mean Gaussian deviation
%cap=0.5; % capability index of process
Loss=5 % dollar value of part
if sigma <=0.3 %%% find if sigma too small span will not be high enough
% to include the USL LSL specification limits
span=14*sigma % range of parameter X in terms of number of st dev
else span=10*sigma % if sigma high enough this span seems to be enough
end
str_sig=strcat (' = ', num2str(sigma))
str_mu = strcat (' \mu =', num2str(mu))
delta=0.5 % manufacuring tolerance
%
%%%%%%%%%%% inputs Gaussian above
%
%
%delta=3*sigma*cap; % manufacturing tolerance
%target=delta_b*sigma+mu; % target
cap=delta/(3*sigma)
delta_b=(target-mu)/sigma
constant_k = Loss/(delta^2) % Taguchi Model 'k' constant
USL=target+delta
LSL=target-delta
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%USL=(3*cap+delta_b) *sigma+mu; % upper spec limit
%LSL=(-3*cap+delta_b) *sigma+mu; % lower spec limit
xmax=mu+span/2 % maximum X
xmin=mu-span/2 % minimum X
x=linspace(xmin,xmax,N); % vectorX
% Gaussian PDF
pdf=1/(sqrt(2*pi) *sigma) *(exp((-(x-mu). ^2)/(2*sigma^2)));
maxPDF=max(pdf);
LT=constant_k*(x-target). ^2; % vector Taguchi loss function
L2=Loss; % dollar value of part
L3=Loss*ones (size (LT)); % gate way to loss function for GP model
LTH=min (LT, L2); % created Taguchi Hybrid model
g=ones (size (linspace (0,0.8, N)));
mu_v=mu*g; % constant vector mean
target_v=target*g; % constant vector target
USL_v=USL*g; % constant vector USL
LSL_v=LSL*g; % constant vector LSL
% create loss vector function for Goal Post model and prod
% creating a quadratic function which will be negative
% for region within specification limits
% positive for regions outside
% f=(x-tau) ^2- delta^2 works
f=(x-target_v). ^(2*g) - (delta*g). ^(2*g);
% use sign function to create equivalent of rect function
% 'g' is array of ones same size as f
% in region where sign of f is +1 two pieces add
% in region where sign of f is -1 two pieces cancel
Loss_GP=Loss*(sign(f)+g)/2;
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ProdGP=Loss_GP. *pdf;
figure (1)
A=plot (x, Loss_GP,':k',x,ProdGP,...
mu_v, linspace(0,1.1*Loss,N),':',target_v,linspace(0,1.1*Loss,N),...
'--’, USL_v, linspace(0,1.1*Loss, N),'-.',LSL_v,linspace(0,1.1*Loss,N),'-.',...
'LineWidth', 2);
str_nobias=strcat ('\tau = \mu= ‘, num2str(target)); % special string
% no target bias target = mean
str_target=strcat ('\tau = ‘, num2str(target));
str_mu=strcat (' \mu =', num2str(mu));
str1_USL=strcat ('USL = ', num2str (USL));
str1_LSL=strcat (' LSL=', num2str (LSL));
if target == mu
sw = 1;
else;
sw=0
end
% else
% switch = 0
% end
if sw==1
text (1.05*target,1.1*Loss,str_nobias);
else
text (1.05*target,1.1*Loss,str_target);
text (0.8*mu,1.1*Loss,str_mu);
end;
text (0.96*USL,1.15*Loss, str1_USL);
text (0.91*LSL, 1.15*Loss, str1_LSL);
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% 0.96 versus 0.94 LSL smaller so need more offset
set(A,'color','black')
xlabel ('x')
%%%%%%% rotate y label???
%%%%%% set(get(gca,'YLabel'),'Rotation',0.0)
% ylabel (‘L_G_P(x)');
ylabel ('Loss functions')
legend (' L_G_P(x)', 'L_G_P(x) \times f_x(x)');
axis ([xmin xmax 0 Loss+2])
% title (strcat (' Goal Post Loss Function and PDF loss function product\sigma', str_sig));
% title (strcat ('Gaussian PDF VS x \sigma', str_sig));
% end of section dealing with Goal Post model loss display
%%%%%%% Start display PDF **************************
figure (2)
B=plot (x, pdf,'-', mu_v,linspace(0,0.9,N),':',target_v,linspace(0,0.9,N),...
'--',USL_v,linspace(0,0.9,N),'-.',LSL_v,linspace(0,0.9,N),'-.',...
'LineWidth', 2);
% hold on;
axis ([xmin xmax 0 maxPDF])
if sw==1
text (0.90*target,0.5*maxPDF,str_nobias);
else
text (0.9*target,0.5*maxPDF,str_target);
text (0.9*mu,0.45*maxPDF,str_mu);
end;
text (0.96*USL,0.93, str1_USL);
text (0.89*LSL, 0.93, str1_LSL);
xlabel('x');
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set(B,'color','black')
%%%%%%% rotate y label???
set(get(gca,'YLabel'),'Rotation',0.0)
ylabel('f_x(x)');
% legend ('Gaussian f_x(x)','\mu','\tau','USL','LSL');
legend ('Gaussian f_x(x)');
% title (strcat ('Gaussian PDF VS x \sigma', str_sig));
%hold off;
%%%%%%%%%%%% end display PDF ******************
%%% ************** start display Taguchi %%%%%%%%%%%
figure (3); % strictly Taguchi and Taguchi loss product
ProdLT=LT.*pdf; % L1 taguchi loss funcction, pdf Gaussian
maxprod1=max (ProdLT);
C=plot(x,LT,'--',x,ProdLT,mu_v,linspace(0,0.9*Loss,N),...
':', target_v,linspace(0,0.9*Loss,N),...
USL_v, linspace(0,1.1* Loss,N),'-.',LSL_v,linspace(0,1.1*Loss,N),'-.',...
'LineWidth', 2);
% C=plot (x, L1,'--', x, Loss_Hybrid,':', mu_v,linspace(0,0.9*Loss,N),...
% ':', target_v,linspace(0,0.9*Loss,N),...
% USL_v,linspace(0,Loss,N),'-.',LSL_v,linspace(0,Loss,N),'-.',...
% 'LineWidth', 2);
set(C,'color','black')
% XMAX=3; XMIN=0; % used to control axi
% hold on;
% C=plot(x,Loss_Hybrid,':');
xlabel('x');
ylabel ('Loss function');
% title (strcat ('Taguchi Loss Function and PDF loss function product \sigma', str_sig));
% title (strcat ('Gaussian PDF VS x \sigma', str_sig));
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% legend ('L_T(x)','L_T(x) \times f_x(x)','\mu','\tau','USL','LSL');
legend ('L_T(x)','L_T(x) \times f_x(x)');
axis ([xmin xmax 0 Loss+2])
%%%%%%% rotate y label???
%%%%%% set(get(gca,'YLabel'),'Rotation',0.0)
% hold off;
if sw==1
text (0.90*target,1.0*Loss,str_nobias);
else
text (target,1.25*Loss,str_target);
text (mu,1.1*Loss,str_mu);
end;
text (USL*1.01,1.05*Loss, str1_USL);
text (1.01*LSL, 1.05*Loss, str1_LSL);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% end display Taguchi
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% start display Taguchi Hybrid
figure (4)
ProdLTH=LTH. *pdf; % Taguchi Hybrid loss pdF Gaussian
C=plot (x, LTH,':', x,ProdLTH, mu_v,linspace(0,0.9*Loss,N),...
':', target_v,linspace(0,0.9*Loss,N),...
USL_v, linspace(0,1.1*Loss, N),'-.',LSL_v,linspace(0,1.1*Loss,N),'-.',...
'LineWidth', 2);
set(C,'color','black')
% XMAX=3; XMIN=0; % used to control axi
% hold on;
% C=plot(x,Loss_Hybrid,':');
xlabel ('x');
ylabel ('Loss function');
% title (strcat (' Taguchi Hybrid Loss Function and PDF loss function product \sigma', str_sig));
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% title (strcat ('Gaussian PDF VS x \sigma', str_sig));
% legend('L_T_H(x)','L_T_H(x)\times f_x(x)','\mu','\tau','USL','LSL');
legend('L_T_H(x)','L_T_H(x)\times f_x(x)');
axis ([xmin xmax 0 Loss+2])
%hold off;
if sw==1
text (0.90*target,1.0*Loss,str_nobias);
else
text (target,1.3*Loss,str_target);
text (mu,1.2*Loss,str_mu);
end
text (1.10*USL,1.20*Loss, str1_USL);
text (1.01*LSL, 1.15*Loss, str1_LSL);
%%% start numerical integration EulerProdG type
dx=span/(N-1);
Euler_lossGP=sum (ProdGP)*dx % Euler Formula Goal Post loss
Euler_lossLT=sum (ProdLT)*dx % Euler Formula Taguchi loss
Euler_lossLTH=sum (ProdLTH)*dx % Euler Formula Taguchi Hybrid loss
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% analytic section below
Taguchi_loss=constant_k*(sigma^2+(target-mu) ^2) % Taguchi loss
percent_errorLT= (abs (Euler_lossLT-Taguchi_loss)/Taguchi_loss) *100
%average_loss2
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Un= delta_b+3*cap;
Ln= delta_b-3*cap;
u1=erf(abs(-Un)/ (2^0.5));
phi_1=0.5*(1+sign(-Un). *u1);
u2=erf (abs (Ln)/ (2^0.5));
phi_2=0.5*(1+sign (Ln). *u2);
Loss_GP=Loss*(phi_1+phi_2) % Goal Post loss analytic prediction
percent_errorGP=abs (Loss_GP-Euler_lossGP)/Loss_GP*100 % a percentage
Loss_Tl=(1-phi_1-phi_2)*constant_k*((target-mu)^2+sigma^2) + exp((Un.^2)/2)*1/(sqrt(2*pi))*(2*constant_k*(target-mu)*sigma-constant_k*sigma^2*Un) - exp((Ln.^2)/2)*1/(sqrt(2*pi))*(2*constant_k*(target-mu)*sigma-constant_k*sigma^2*Ln)
% collection of break out terms in text section 3
Check_Loss_1=Loss_GP % not vector
Check_Loss_2=Taguchi_loss
Check_Loss_3=-(phi_1 + phi_2) *Taguchi_loss
Check_Loss_4= - constant_k*sigma^2/((2*pi) ^ (0.5)) * (Un*exp (-(Un) ^2/2) +(-Ln) *exp ((Ln) ^2/2))
Check_Loss_5= 2*constant_k*(target-mu) *sigma/((2*pi) ^ (0.5)) *((exp (-(Un) ^2/2)- exp ((Ln) ^2/2)))
Check_Loss=Check_Loss_1+Check_Loss_2+Check_Loss_3+Check_Loss_4+Check_Loss_5
% original solution form from original notes giving same answer break out terms above and
comes from (3.22)
alt_check_loss=Loss_GP+Taguchi_loss*(1-(phi_1 + phi_2)) +...
(2*constant_k*(target-mu) *sigma -constant_k*sigma^2*Un) *(exp (-(Un) ^2/2)/(2*pi) ^ (0.5))-.
(2*constant_k*(target-mu) *sigma -constant_k*sigma^2*Ln) *(exp (-(Ln) ^2/2)/(2*pi) ^ (0.5))
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Loss_TH=Loss_GP+Loss_Tl
% average loss “change label above?? not really average
percent_error2LTH= (abs (Euler_lossLTH-Loss_TH)/Loss_TH) *100
C. Example for Gaussian Distribution

% tests for Taguchi Hybrid Gaussian
%
% application to prediction limits in lower limits for
% manufacturing accuracy. As embodied in target bias
% Application MOS channel length
% IC (die on wafer) has to be rejected if critical dimention
% chnannel length is too small or too large
% studies have shown this CD has direct impact on speed of the
% transistors on the die.
% both too fast and too slow chip will malfunction
% channel lengths under gate if too long will make transistor too slow
% if too short will make transistor too fast
% reference for this concept see IEEE Drain
% concept tested separation of penalty associated with
% average cost per part penalty for rejection can be evaluated
% independent of average cost per part penalty for depreciation
% in quality tied to customer satisfaction.
% target channel length L is 1.6 um
% Condition from testing high numbers of parts indicate that
% L >= 1.8 too high and transistor too slow
% L <= 1.4 too low and transistor will be too fast
% selected USL=1.8, LSL =0.1.4 and target 1.6
% switched to new variables input includes target, and delta
% eliminated in original input set of variables delta_b and cap
% Note inputs for this program should work for uniform too?
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%
% early Gaussian validation tests sigma=0.4 2Xdelta =1.0
% sigma=40% of 2X delta
% Here take channel length process to satisfy
% sigma=0.3X2X 0.2 = 0.12 um
% Introduce two independent losses Lo (one for GP and rejection
% and one for quality control within quadratic loss
% specification limits. CAN BE INDEPNDENLY SPECIFIED
% Objective would be to identify independent ceilings for loss
% associated with rejection loss and
% obtain independent predictions for Taguchi Hybrid
% loss for rejection and for penalty
% quality depreciation
% For fixed standard deviation plot versus target bias each loss
% type (rejection and for customer satisfaction)
clear all
M=41; % number of points for producing plot representation
% use of odd number may be needed to guarantee
% one of mean points will end up on target.
mu_max= 1.8; % maximum channel length in microns
% assumed USL=18
mu_min= 1.4; % minimum channel length in microns
% assumed LSL=16
delta=0.2; % um units for tolerance for specification limits
target = 1.6; % target channel length in microns
Lo_rej =8; % materials and average labor invested prior to QC
% used to get hybrid model goal post part
Lo_Qual =8; % product list price $$
% used to get hybrid model quadratic part
sigma=0.3*2*delta; % (in original test validations, 40% of 2^ delta)
%sigma=1.2; % Gaussian standard deviation, in this test fixed
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mu_vec=1:M; % create needed array
Lbar_GP_vec=1:M; % create needed array
Lbar_Q_vec=1:M; % create needed array
ones_vec=ones(size(mu_vec)); % array of ones needed
mu_vec=ones_vec* mu_min + (mu_max-mu_min) *(0:(M-1))/(M-1);% mean values
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%
% arbitrarily selected ceilings on acceptable loss
max_loss_rej=0.1*Lo_rej % ceiling for
%aveage part loss due rejection (10%)
max_loss_Qual=0.05*Lo_Qual% ceiling for
% %aveage part loss due rejection (5%)
%

or
% 2 * quality loss when on target
facQ=1.05% defined 5% over minium zero target bias
facRej=0.25 % defined as 5% of product value
%

%

WHICH EVER LOWER

NOTE 'x' parmeter is going to be the channel length
% in this application.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%
Loss=Lo_rej % dollar value invested, same for both
% initial calculation
N=3000 % of points % can be modified later allowing for differences
% replaced section from original
if sigma <=0.3*2*delta% find if sigma too small span will not be high enough
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span=14*sigma % range of parameter X in terms of number of st dev
else span=10*sigma % if sigma high enough this span seems to be enough
end
% if sigma <=0.3 %%% find if sigma too small span will not be high enough
% NOTE ORIGINAL PROGRAM test program 2*delta=1.0
% so, this test criterion can replace with
% a more general rule sigma<= 0.3*2*delta //////
%
%
%% to include the USL LSL specification limits
% span=14*sigma % range of parameter X in terms of number of st dev
% else span=10*sigma % if sigma high enough this span seems to be enough
% end
cap=delta/(3*sigma)
constant_k = Loss/(delta^2)

% Taguchi Model 'k' constant

USL=target+delta
LSL=target-delta
Tb_vec=target*ones_vec -mu_vec
for j=1:M

%a=0:N;
%delta_b=0.5; % normalized target bias
%XXXsigma=0.4 % std deviation used for Gaussian
%XXXtarget=1.5
mu=mu_vec(j) % mean Gaussian deviation MODIFIED FOR LOOP
%cap=0.5; % capability index of process
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str_sig=strcat (' = ', num2str (sigma));
str_mu = strcat (' \mu =', num2str(mu));
%
%%%%%%%%%%% inputs Gaussian above
%
%
%delta=3*sigma*cap; % manufacturing tolerance
%target=delta_b*sigma+mu; % target
Tb=target-mu;
delta_b=(target-mu)/sigma; %
%USL=(3*cap+delta_b) *sigma+mu; % upper spec limit
%LSL=(-3*cap+delta_b) *sigma+mu; % lower spec limit
xmax=mu+span/2; % maximum X
xmin=mu-span/2; % minimum X
x=linspace(xmin,xmax,N); % vectorX
% Gaussian PDF
pdf=1/(sqrt(2*pi) *sigma) *(exp((-(x-mu). ^2)/(2*sigma^2)));
maxPDF=max(pdf);
LT=constant_k*(x-target). ^2; % vector Taguchi loss function
L2=Loss; % dollar value of part
L3=Loss*ones (size (LT)); % gate way to loss function for GP model
LTH=min (LT, L2); % created Taguchi Hybrid model
g=ones (size (linspace(0,0.8, N)));
mu_v=mu*g; % constant vector mean
target_v=target*g; % constant vector target
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USL_v=USL*g; % constant vector USL
LSL_v=LSL*g; % constant vector LSL
% create loss vector function for goal post model and prod
% creating a quadratic function which will be negative
% for region within specification limits
% positive for regions outside
% f=(x-tau) ^2- delta^2 works
f=(x-target_v). ^(2*g) - (delta*g). ^(2*g);
% use sign function to create equivalent of rect function
% 'g' is array of ones same size as f
% in region where sign of f is +1 two pieces add
% in region where sign of f is -1 two pieces cancel
Loss_GP=Loss*(sign(f)+g)/2;
ProdGP=Loss_GP. *pdf;
Figure (1)
% A=plot (x, Loss_GP,’: k',x,ProdGP,...
%

mu_v, linspace(0,1.1*Loss,N),':',target_v,linspace(0,1.1*Loss,N),...

%

'--’, USL_v, linspace(0,1.1*Loss, N),'-.',LSL_v,linspace(0,1.1*Loss,N),'-.',...

%'LineWidth', 2);
str_nobias=strcat ('\tau = \mu= ', num2str(target)); % special string
% no target bias target = mean
str_target=strcat('\tau = ',num2str(target));
str_mu=strcat (' \mu =', num2str(mu));
str1_USL=strcat ('USL = ', num2str (USL));
str1_LSL=strcat (' LSL=', num2str (LSL));
if target == mu
sw = 1;
else;
sw=0
end
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% else
% switch = 0
% end
if sw==1
text (1.05*target,1.1*Loss,str_nobias);
else
text (1.05*target,1.1*Loss,str_target);
text (0.8*mu,1.1*Loss,str_mu);
end;
text (0.96*USL,1.15*Loss, str1_USL);
text (0.91*LSL, 1.15*Loss, str1_LSL);
% 0.96 versus 0.94 LSL smaller so need more offset
% set(A,'color','black')
xlabel ('x')
%%%%%%% rotate y label???
%%%%%% set(get(gca,'YLabel'),'Rotation',0.0)
% ylabel ('L_G_P(x)');
ylabel (' Loss functions ')
legend (' L_G_P(x)', 'L_G_P(x) \times f_x(x)');
axis ([xmin xmax 0 Loss+2])
title (strcat (' Goal Post Loss Function and PDF loss function product\sigma', str_sig));
% title (strcat ('Gaussian PDF VS x \sigma', str_sig));
% end of section dealing with goal post model loss display
%%%%%%% Start display PDF **************************
figure (2)
% B=plot (x, pdf,'-', mu_v,linspace(0,0.9,N),':',target_v,linspace(0,0.9,N),...
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% '--', USL_v,linspace(0,0.9,N),'-.',LSL_v,linspace(0,0.9,N),'-.',...
% 'LineWidth', 2);
% hold on;
axis ([xmin xmax 0 maxPDF])
if sw==1
text (0.90*target,0.5*maxPDF,str_nobias);
else
text (0.9*target,0.5*maxPDF,str_target);
text (0.9*mu,0.45*maxPDF,str_mu);
end;
text (0.96*USL,0.93, str1_USL);
text (0.89*LSL, 0.93, str1_LSL);
xlabel('x');
% set(B,'color','black')
%%%%%%% rotate y label???
set(get(gca,'YLabel'),'Rotation',0.0)
ylabel('f_x(x)');
% legend ('Gaussian f_x(x)','\mu','\tau','USL','LSL');
legend ('Gaussian f_x(x)');
title (strcat ('Gaussian PDF VS x \sigma', str_sig));
% hold off;
%%%%%%%%%%%% end display PDF ******************
%%% ************** start display Taguchi %%%%%%%%%%%
figure (3); % strictly Taguchi and Taguchi loss product
ProdLT=LT.*pdf; % L1 taguchi loss funcction, pdf Gaussian
maxprod1=max (ProdLT);
% C=plot(x,LT,'--',x,ProdLT,mu_v,linspace(0,0.9*Loss,N),...
% ':',target_v,linspace(0,0.9*Loss,N),...
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% USL_v, linspace(0,1.1*Loss, N),'-.',LSL_v,linspace(0,1.1*Loss,N),'-.',...
% 'LineWidth', 2);
% C=plot (x, L1,'--', x, Loss_Hybrid,':', mu_v,linspace(0,0.9*Loss,N),...
% ':', target_v,linspace(0,0.9*Loss,N),...
% USL_v,linspace(0,Loss,N),'-.',LSL_v,linspace(0,Loss,N),'-.',...
% 'LineWidth', 2);
% set(C,'color','black')
% XMAX=3; XMIN=0; % used to control axi
% hold on;
% C=plot(x,Loss_Hybrid,':');
xlabel('x');
ylabel ('Loss function');
title (strcat ('Taguchi Loss Function and PDF loss function product \sigma', str_sig));
% title (strcat ('Gaussian PDF VS x \sigma', str_sig));
% legend('L_T(x)','L_T(x) \times f_x(x)','\mu','\tau','USL','LSL');
legend('L_T(x)','L_T(x) \times f_x(x)');
axis ([xmin xmax 0 Loss+2]);
%%%%%%% rotate y label???
%%%%%% set(get(gca,'YLabel'),'Rotation',0.0)
% hold off;
if sw==1
text (0.90*target,1.0*Loss,str_nobias);
else
text(target,1.25*Loss,str_target);
text(mu,1.1*Loss,str_mu);
end;
text (USL*1.01,1.05*Loss, str1_USL);
text (1.01*LSL, 1.05*Loss, str1_LSL);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% end display Taguchi
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% start display Taguchi Hybrid
figure (4)
ProdLTH=LTH. *pdf; % Taguchi Hybrid loss pdF Gauss%ian
% C=plot (x, LTH,':', x,ProdLTH, mu_v,linspace(0,0.9*Loss,N),...
% ':', target_v,linspace(0,0.9*Loss,N),...
% USL_v, linspace(0,1.1*Loss, N),'-.',LSL_v,linspace(0,1.1*Loss,N),'-.',...
% 'LineWidth', 2);
%set(C,'color','black');
%XMAX=3; XMIN=0; % used to control axi
%hold on;
%C=plot(x,Loss_Hybrid,':');
xlabel('x');
ylabel('Loss function');
title (strcat ('Taguchi Hybrid Loss Function and PDF loss function product \sigma', str_sig));
% title (strcat ('Gaussian PDF VS x \sigma', str_sig));
% legend('L_T_H(x)','L_T_H(x)\times f_x(x)','\mu','\tau','USL','LSL' );
legend('L_T_H(x)','L_T_H(x)\times f_x(x)');
axis ([xmin xmax 0 Loss+2])
% hold off;
if sw==1
text (0.90*target,1.0*Loss,str_nobias);
else
text(target,1.3*Loss,str_target);
text(mu,1.2*Loss,str_mu);
end
text (1.10*USL,1.20*Loss, str1_USL);
text (1.01*LSL, 1.15*Loss, str1_LSL);
%%% start numerical integration EulerProdG type
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dx=span/(N-1);
Euler_lossGP=sum (ProdGP)*dx; % Eulare Formula goal post loss
Euler_lossLT=sum (ProdLT)*dx; % Euler Formula Taguchi loss
Euler_lossLTH=sum (ProdLTH)*dx; % Euler Formula Taguchi Hybrid loss
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% analytic section below
Taguchi_loss=constant_k*(sigma^2+(target-mu) ^2); % Taguchi loss
percent_errorLT=(abs (Euler_lossLT-Taguchi_loss)/Taguchi_loss)*100;
% average_loss2
Un= delta_b+3*cap;
Ln= delta_b-3*cap;
u1=erf(abs(-Un)/ (2^0.5));
phi_1=0.5*(1+sign(-Un). *u1);
u2=erf (abs (Ln)/ (2^0.5));
phi_2=0.5*(1+sign (Ln). *u2);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Loss_GP=Loss*(phi_1+phi_2) % Goal Post loss analytic prediction
%%%% SAVE THIS ONE for example
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%
percent_errorGP=abs (Loss_GP-Euler_lossGP)/Loss_GP*100% a percentage
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Loss_Tl=(1-phi_1-phi_2)*constant_k*((target-mu)^2+sigma^2) + exp((Un.^2)/2)*1/(sqrt(2*pi))*(2*constant_k*(target-mu)*sigma-constant_k*sigma^2*Un) - exp((Ln.^2)/2)*1/(sqrt(2*pi))*(2*constant_k*(target-mu)*sigma-constant_k*sigma^2*Ln)
%%%% SAVE THIS ONE FOR EXAMPLE Quadratic Loss
if sw ==1
LQ_on_tar= Loss_Tl
LQlim=facQ*Loss_Tl
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% collection of break out terms in text section 3
Check_Loss_1=Loss_GP; % not vector,
Check_Loss_2=Taguchi_loss;
Check_Loss_3=-(phi_1 + phi_2) *Taguchi_loss;
Check_Loss_4= - constant_k*sigma^2/((2*pi) ^(0.5))* (Un*exp(-(Un)^2/2)+(-Ln)*exp((Ln)^2/2));
Check_Loss_5= 2*constant_k*(target-mu) *sigma/((2*pi)^(0.5)) *((exp(-(Un)^2/2)- exp((Ln)^2/2)));
Check_Loss= Check_Loss_1+Check_Loss_2+Check_Loss_3+Check_Loss_4+Check_Loss_5;
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% original solution form from original notes giving same answer break out terms above and
comes from (3.22)
alt_check_loss=Loss_GP+Taguchi_loss* (1-(phi_1 + phi_2)) +...
(2*constant_k*(target-mu) *sigma -constant_k*sigma^2*Un) *(exp (-(Un) ^2/2)/(2*pi) ^ (0.5))................................
(2*constant_k*(target-mu) *sigma -constant_k*sigma^2*Ln) *(exp (-(Ln) ^2/2)/(2*pi) ^ (0.5));
Loss_TH=Loss_GP+Loss_Tl ;
% average loss " change label above?? not really aversage
percent_error2LTH= (abs (Euler_lossLTH-Loss_TH)/Loss_TH) *100;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% record data %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Lbar_GP_vec(j)=Loss_GP; % create needed array
Lbar_Q_vec(j)=Loss_Tl; % create needed array
end
figure (5)
LGPmin=facRej*Loss;
LGPminvec=LGPmin*ones_vec;
C=plot (Tb_vec, Lbar_GP_vec,Tb_vec, LGPminvec,'--')
Legend ('L_{GP}',' L_{GP}(lim)')
set(C,'color','black','LineWidth',2)
grid on
xlabel ('Tb')
set(get(gca,'YLabel'),'Rotation',0.0)
ylabel ('L_{GP}')
figure (6)
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LQlimvec=LQlim*ones_vec;
D=plot (Tb_vec,Lbar_Q_vec,Tb_vec,LQlimvec,'--')
Legend ('L_{THQ}',' L_{THQ}(lim) ')
set(D,'color','black','LineWidth',2)
grid on
xlabel ('Tb')
set(get(gca,'YLabel'),'Rotation',0.0)
ylabel ('L_{THQ}')
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